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Abstract
Regional integration in Central Asia (CA) has seen very limited success, despite strong
cultural and historical connections and shared grievances. I attempt to identify factors
that promote or inhibit intensification of regional cooperation. I use a political economy
approach to identify foundational factors, stakeholders and political phenomena that
influence deepening regional cooperation. I analyse the formal institutional integration
initiatives through realist and constructivist IR theories. I also bind the case study of
Central Asia to a broader theoretical debate on the relationship between regionalism and
multilateralism in 21st century.
The relationship between intraregional dynamics (comprising the CA states) and
interregional dynamics (comprising external sponsors or partners contributing to
regionalism) is complex, and partially characterized by conflict of interests. CA states
lack incentives to promote regional institutions and identities, but are willing to exploit
regionalism opportunistically. I analyse CA policy principally through the framework of
political elites, emphasizing nationalism and state sovereignty. Simultaneously, CA
elites have used open regionalism to meet goals in globalist foreign policy and
nationalistic domestic policy. On the other hand, external hegemons perceive strong
incentives to promote regionalism under their own leadership. I analyse the external
sponsors mostly through a neorealist framework of hegemonic influence. Despite these
conflicts, there are some specific areas of shared interests, particularly fighting nontraditional security threats.
Use of regional integration initiatives in CA can be perceived as not incompatible with
greater multilateralism, even contributing to the integration of the region to a global
system on its own terms. Based on this case study, I argue for a complex, noncategorical understanding of regionalism and multilateralism. I argue that new
regionalism, and open regionalism in particular, have been used in CA for promoting
specifically globalist policy agendas. This conclusion supports the premise that
regionalism and multilateralism exist in a dynamic relationship, influencing each other
in a mutually supportive manner. Rather than understanding regionalism as a
“stumbling block” or temporary “building block”, it should be perceived as a permanent
part of the contemporary global system.
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Tiivistelmä
Alueellinen integraatio Keski-Aasiassa on ollut vaikutukseltaan rajallista, huolimatta
vahvoista kulttuurisista ja historiallisista yhteyksistä, sekä yhteisistä ongelmista. Pyrin
tunnistamaan tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttavat alueellisen yhteistyön kehittämiseen.
Hyödynnän poliittisen talouden analyyttistä viitekehystä tunnistaakseni tekijöitä,
sidosryhmiä sekä poliittisia ilmiöitä, jotka vaikuttavat alueelliseen yhteistyöhön ja sen
edellytyksiin. Lisäksi sidon Keski-Aasian tapaustutkimuksen osaksi laajempaa
teoreettista

keskustelua

alueisiin

perustuvan

ulkopolitiikan

ja

monenvälisen

ulkopolitiikan välisestä suhteesta 2000-luvulla.
Alueellisen poliittisen dynamiikan sekä alueen rajat ylittävän dynamiikan välistä
suhdetta kuvaa ainakin osittain eri sidosryhmien etujen väliset ristiriidat. Ensiksi, KeskiAasian valtioilla ei ole vahvoja kannustimia edistää alueellisten instituutioiden ja
identiteettien syntymistä. Toisaalta ne ovat kiinnostuneita hyödyntämään avointa
regionalismia osana globalistista ulkopolitiikkaa ja nationalistista sisäpolitiikkaa.
Keski-Aasian politiikan analyysini perustuu erityisesti eliittien aseman tarkasteluun.
Korostan analyyttisesti nationalismia sekä valtion autonomiaa. Toiseksi, alueen
ulkopuolisilla hegemoneilla on vahvoja kannustimia edistää näiden itse johtamaa
alueellista integraatiota. Alueen ulkoisten toimijoiden analyysini perustuu erityisesti
uusrealistiseen,

hegemonista

valtaa

korostavaan

teoreettiseen

viitekehykseen.

Kolmanneksi, tästä Keski-Aasian valtioiden ja ulkoisten hegemonien välisestä
eturistiriidasta huolimatta tiettyjä yhteisiä mielenkiinnon kohteita on olemassa.
Erityisen tärkeä jaettu ongelma on ei-perinteinen turvallisuus.
Alueellisen integraation laajeneminen Keski-Aasiassa ei ole lähtökohtaisesti ristiriidassa
maailmanlaajuisen monenvälisyyden kanssa. Lisääntyvä alueellinen integraatio saattaa
jopa edistää Keski-Aasian integroitumista osaksi laajempaa maailmanjärjestelmää sen
omilla ehdoilla. Tämä tapaustutkimus vahvistaa regionalismin ja monenvälisyyden
monipuolista ja monentasoista ymmärtämistä. Väitän, että useat toimijat ovat käyttäneet
uutta regionalismia, ja ennen kaikkea avointa regionalismia, pääsääntöisesti
globalistisen ulkopolitiikan osana. Tämä johtopäätös tukee olettamaa, että regionalismi
ja monenvälisyys esiintyvät dynaamisessa suhteessa toisiinsa. Sen sijaan, että ne olisivat
toisensa poissulkevia ilmiöitä, ne vaikuttavat toisiinsa laadullisesti ja tukevat toisiaan.
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List of abbreviations
APEC – Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation
ABD – Asian Development Bank
AIIB – Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank
CACO – Central Asian Cooperation Organization
CAREC – Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation
CIS – Commonwealth of Independent States
CSTO – Common Security Treaty Organization
GATT – General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
ECO – Economic Cooperation Organization
EEU – Eurasian Economic Union
ICWC – Interstate Commission for Water Coordination
OSCE – Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
OBOR – One Belt, One Road
RATS – Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure
SCO – Shanghai Cooperation Organization
WTO – World Trade Organization
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1. Introduction: Regional integration in Central
Asia
1.1. Context of integration
Central Asian regional politics are a highly dynamic field of study. Profound changes of
historical proportions have taken place in the region since the fall of the Soviet Union.
The institutional framework for regional cooperation is constantly evolving. During the
last few years Shanghai Cooperation Organization expanded to include Pakistan and
India, and Eurasian Economic Union was founded in its current form. Relevant
phenomena of international politics seem to be under a constant flux. Furthermore, there
seems to be no similar holistic study of integration in Central Asia. While I did find
some similar studies concerning Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa and South-East
Asia, relevant literature on Central Asia tends to choose a more narrow focus. All these
factors make this a highly relevant topic of research.
Central Asian frontiers have been fluid and the region has long evaded clear definition. 1
For the most part of its history, however, it has been characterised by certain cultural
homogeneity or continuity. This era came to a definite end during Soviet social
engineering during early 20th century, and the subsequent two phases of nation building.
This period of constructed artificial “national differences” marked the beginning of new
centrifugal forces and decreasing “regionness” of Central Asia. CA integration can be
perceived at least partially as a result of historical predetermenism.
In the post-Soviet space, regional integration in Central Asia is merely a commencing
trend, limited to dialogue, politically safe issues and superficial organizations.2 There is
no signs of real “deep integration” to speak of. In Hettne’s “hierarchy of regionness”3 –
a hierarchical model of conditions a region should meet for deep integration to take
place – Central Asian integration meets three first criteria out of five: existence of a
geographic definition, mutual dependency that amounts to a security complex, and the
existence of a regional society that is active on several fields. The fourth step is the
existence of a regional community with formal framework. While there are several
Roy 2011, 1-24
ADB 2015
3 Naarajärvi 2012
1
2
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overlapping integration initiatives, none of these really seem to fill the criteria. The fifth
step, regional institutionalized policy, does not exist and does not seem likely to
emerge.4

1.2. Method, material, and research question
1.2.1. Purpose and research question
The principal research question is: what are the significant factors that currently
promote or inhibit intensification of regional integration in Central Asia. This question
will constitute the primary theme addressed throughout the thesis. My analysis will
culminate in chapter 6, where I discuss how these factors are visible in the formal
institutional infrastructure. I will interpret my results in the larger context of the ongoing debate on the relationship between regionalism and multilateralism during the era
of “new regionalism”. The general purpose of the thesis is to form hypotheses
concerning the dynamics underlying the regional integration processes in Central Asia,
to be used in my further research. This contributes also to the predominantly qualitative
methodology and extensive discussion of previous literature in the chapters three
through six.
1.2.2. Research method
The thesis combines approaches of political economy and international relations to form
a holistic image of current enablers and disablers of cooperation, and how these
constitute the current political framework for integration. I consider this to be a suitable
tool to form a holistic picture of different economic and political interests and
stakeholders embedded with the regionalization process in Central Asia, and create
hypotheses concerning the successes and failures of regionalization. The formal
institutions will be analysed through IR theories, more precisely through neorealist lens
of geopolitical competition and constructivist approach of ethnic identities and cultural
continuities.
The research is conducted as a secondary research, based on a number of separate
academic and independent studies and policy papers. This approach is justifiable not
only due to budget and schedule constraints, but also due to the broad research question,
4

Naarajärvi 2012
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which is not answerable through a single existing data set. My purpose is to read a
broad selection of different conclusions together, through a broader framework. In the
conclusions, the empirical study will be discusses as a part of a broader theoretical
debate on the relationship between regionalism and multilateralism in 21st century.
The analytical framework is divided in four main vectors, based on the theoretical
literature in chapter two. These vectors also constitute the empirical chapters, chapters
three through six. The substantial content of each analytical vector, described more in
detail in chapter 2.4, is based on the theoretical literature on political economy and
international relations theories, discussed in chapters 2.2 through 2.3.
1.2.3. Research materials
The secondary research is based on a broad range of previous academic studies, think
tank publications, working papers, and governmental or institutional strategies and
analyses. Extensive use of think tank papers, conference papers and working papers is
primarily due to relatively limited available material, but also to the dynamic nature of
Central Asian integration development. Significant changes have taken place during a
relatively short period of time, including the formation of the Eurasian Economic Union
and the inclusion of India and Pakistan to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, and
no serious academic literature has emerged to analyse these events. Overall, the broad
research question calls for an extensive literature base.
Approximately half of the sources in the data set are peer-reviewed, academic
publications, such as Cambridge Journal of Eurasian Studies, Himalayan and Central
Asian Studies, Southeast Review of Asian Studies, Current Trends in Islamist Ideology
Annual Review of Political Science, The Fletcher Journal of Development Studies,
Perspectives on Global Development and Technology, Eastern European Economics,
Anthropologist, Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History, IPRI Journal,
Russian Analytical Digest, Urban geography, International Business and Global
Economy, World Affairs, Journal of Economic Integration, and Ekolokia Region.
Approximately one fourth of sources are think-tank publications. In terms of
geographical distribution, think tanks represent the most “western” thinking. The
relevant think tanks, independent research institutions, or research programs include
8

North American (Central Asia Study Group, International Peace Institute, Centre for
International Governance Innovation, Center for Strategic and International Studies),
European (Silk Road Study Programme, Saferworld, Human Rights Watch, ECPM,
IPSA Study Group, Norwegian Institute for International Affairs), and some nonwestern (Centre for Pakistan and Gulf Studies) sources.
Less than tenth by governmental organizations or affiliated organizations, such as EU
Parliament, EU-CA Monitoring program, EU Institute for security studies, Russian
Foreign Service, Overseas Development Institute, Russian Council for Foreign affairs,
and EU Institute for Security Studies. Less than tenth by international or regional
organizations, such as the World Bank, Asian Development Bank, OECD, and
Shanghai Cooperation Organization. Less than tenth are books, working papers, or
conference publications. Governmental publications, working papers and books
represent relatively broader scope of perspectives than the predominantly western think
tank and academic publications.

1.3. Methodological issues and research ethics
1.3.1. Issues affecting material quality
Most evident issue is the quality of materials. Firstly, material acquisition was limited
by restricted literature on Central Asian regional integration. It has been difficult to
eliminate relevant literature sources, which can affect the material quality. Secondly, the
fast pace of developments in Central Asia restrict use of peer-reviewed sources. There is
for instance very little academic literature on the EEU and expansion of SCO to include
India and Pakistan, which have taken place only during last few years. This has led to
extensive use of non-peer reviewed sources. A large portion of the sources, particularly
the publications by think tanks and governmental organizations represent a specific
agenda or at least ontological assumptions.
To mitigate the potential flaws of material, I have used as broad literature base as
possible. Large data set is expected to reduce the impact any single source, publisher or
author should wield on the final conclusions. Broadly, literature has

9

1.3.2. Issues affecting method quality
Given the limited space and broad scope of the research question, I have made several
significant simplifications. For instance, I discuss” CA policy” for instance in terms of
foreign policy, domestic political system and regional identities. Speaking of CA policy
ignores great deal of nuance and national differences. In fact, the five states represent
very different foreign policy values and levels of economic and social development.
Similarly I have made some simplifications when discussing foreign hegemonic
interests in Central Asia and internal dynamics of regional institutions, whereas foreign
relations and institutional dynamics may represent similar nuance when analysed more
in detail.
Finally, I have made bold and far-reaching conclusions. I have made quite strong
statements concerning the dynamics of regional integration and dynamics that influence
it. Considering the quality of research materials, lack of transparency surrounding
regional integration in Central Asia, and even potential methodological shortcomings of
the thesis, this can be perceived as a significant issue. However, this can also be
perceived as justifiable, considering that the principal purpose of the thesis is to form
hypotheses for the author’s further research. Further, more rigorous research, such as I
propose in the conclusions, would contribute towards mitigating the problems present in
this thesis. Further research benefits from clearly formulated hypotheses, whose nuance
can be discussed separately.
1.3.3. Research ethics
The use of secondary material reduces significantly the ethical considerations of the
thesis. But beyond dealing with research subjects, there are two main ethical issues that
concern how Central Asian foreign policy is discussed.
First ethical issue is falling to stereotypes. Study of Central Asia tends towards certain
clichés, particularly when discussing foreign relations. Central Asia is analysed heavily
through neorealist perspective that recycles colonial era terminology of “new great
games”. Modern policy is still analysed through the Soviet period, Russian relations
being over-emphasized. Common ethno-religious ties are constantly promoted as
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sources of regional identities, justified merely by vague and superficial references to
homogeneity.
These stereotypes are impossible to avoid to their extensive use in literature, but I have
attempted to either use them as little as possible, or justify their use with in depth
argumentation. I have limited discussion on great power competition, and tried to justify
extensively why the Soviet era is important for my analysis. I have also tried to
elaborate on issues pertaining to ethnic and religious identities beyond clichés.
Second ethical issue is ignoring the agency of Central Asian states. Literature has
tended to regard CA states as mere satellites or “prices” in great power games, where
the states themselves have little to no influence. I have attempted a contrary position. I
emphasize how and why CA governments can and want to influence dynamics of
regional integration. In fact sovereign CA agency constitutes one of the principal
analytical vectors of my thesis. This aspect is particularly visible in chapter 4 on
intraregional dynamics, and conclusions. The fact that CA states and their elites have
incentives and capacity to influence the dynamics constitutes a major discussion point
in my conclusions.

1.5. Chapters
The thesis is structured to follow a logical continuity, so that each chapter sets the
general context for the following chapter. The empirical chapters 3 through 6 are
structured so as to fist discuss the literature sources us as basis of analysis. The last
subchapter of each chapter presents the author’s analysis based on the literature sources.
Chapter 2 presents the theoretical framework for the study of regionalism in
development study, theoretical debate concerning regionalism and multilateralism, and
different perspectives on political economy of regional integration, with focus on
enabling and disabling factors.
Chapter 3 discusses the foundational factors of Central Asian integration in history. It
defines the context for current trends, local identities, politics, social structures, interstate relations and regional identities. It analyses the foundation for regional and
international relations and power structures relevant for intra- and interregional
11

dynamics. Particularly important aspects are the regional identities and the Soviet
influence in the state building processes. Thus this chapter describes the parameters that
define intraregional and interregional factors in following chapters.
Chapter 4 discusses dynamics within the region. It analyses the composition of the
Central Asian republics, who are the main interest groups, how they influence social
processes, national interests, elite interests, private sector, civil society, informal
institutions and customs, state-to-state relations and how these form the context for
formal institutional framework. It will identify regional stakeholders that are likely to
affect regionalization and regional phenomena that set the contemporary context for
integration.
Chapter 5 discusses interregional dynamics. It analyses significant external actors and
their relations to Central Asia, how these relations have been constructed, and how they
form the basis for formal institutional initiatives. The chapter discusses the role of great
power politics and geopolitics in Central Asian integration. My approach is not
pluralist, but tends to analyse states as actors with unified “national interests”, with
emphasis on hierarchical, state-led integration initiatives. Together with chapter 4, this
chapter defines the political context within which the formal integration initiatives
succeed or fail.
Analysis of factors culminates in chapter 6. It discusses the formal institutional
framework for regional integration. It analyses the existing institutional setting, their
impact and their internal dynamics through the prism of constructivist and neorealist
theories. It will describe each relevant institution briefly, discuss their internal dynamics
and assess their viability in terms of capacity to form alliances and construct common
regional identities.
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2. Analytical framework: Regional integration
2.1. Regional integration in the study of development
2.1.1. Region and regionalism
Regionalism and region are, by definition, relatively broad concepts, whose concrete
meaning is still debated.5 Region can be defined as an area with geographical and
cultural borders, a collection of mutually dependent states6. Broadly speaking, the
definition of a region used in this text presupposes more than simple physical proximity.
Several “soft” factors are considered, and there is a myriad of different theories and
definitions over what genuine “regionness” requires.7 Region can be considered to
require connections in culture, politics and societies, economic interdependencies,
shared historical experiences, common grievances and security issues, a level of
homogeneity and shared values.
Regionalism in its modern sense is understood in this thesis as a purposefully driven
multilateral policy process to promote international cooperation within a regional
context. Regionalism can be understood as having begun to emerge in 19th century in
the form of early European customs unions, later being represented in the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.8 Thus regionalism has formed a part of the post-WWII
system of global trade. Academic and political attitudes on regionalism have changed
since then, generally towards a more positive view. Particularly
2.1.2. Regionalism and development
While regionalism arguably becomes a more interesting topic, there is still too little
empirical data on, and a lacking understanding of its impact.9 Regionalism is still a
relatively new phenomenon in its current form. It is complex to analyse, and its impacts
are difficult to assess. All in all, there is no clear consensus as to the impact of
regionalism on “development”.10 On the other hand, it can be argued that integration has
dynamic impact on trade, competitiveness and market access, which would promote
Kacowicz 1998
Mansfield et al. 2010
7 Kacowicz 1998
8 Kang 2016
9 Ravenhill 2007
10 Mansfield et al. 2010
5
6
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economic development. On the other hand, many arrangements have a redistributive
character, which can benefit certain stakeholder disproportionally.
Integration, particularly economic integration, can have potentially positive or negative
impact on different countries and different stakeholders within them.11 It allows greater
coordination and harmonization of trade and legislation, reduces transaction costs and
formalities, and can increase competition, making markets more dynamic. Benefits of
such a development may not be divided equally.12 While consumers, export industries,
highly competitive industries and multinational corporations are expected to be
principal beneficiaries, economic integration may hurt uncompetitive industries and
local producers through increased competition. It may erode the tax base of states that
depend on tariff income. And imbalanced agreements may be biased towards its smaller
members.
Impacts of regionalism are not exclusively economic.13 In fact, integration is to a great
extent a political, not merely technocratic process. It can be an aim of itself or part of a
grander design. It may have an impact on foreign policy relations and can even promote
peace though greater interdependency and trade. EU, ECOWAS and MERCOSUR are
prime examples of regional initiatives that have gone beyond trade and investment. The
World Bank approach, which has greatly influenced this thesis, lays great emphasis on
economy and economic development.14 Schiff and others discuss the dynamic impact
regionalism is expected to have on competition, efficiency of production, trade,
investment, increasing technical expertise, and promoting welfare. But it is important to
acknowledge that regionalism is also very clearly a political process that cannot be
limited to “technical” sphere of economy15.
There are optimist voices that see development potential in increased regionalism, at
least when this is not closed integration that counters multilateral globalism.
Vanheukelom and other see regional approach as an efficient alternative for some

Schiff et al. 2003 pp. 147-185
Schiff et al. 2003 pp. 63-100
13 Schiff et al. 2003 pp. 187-207
14 Schiff et al. 2003
15 Schiff et al. 2003 pp. 187-207; Mansfield et al. 2010
11
12
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problems.16 Development strategies that deal with security, rural livelihoods, trade,
infrastructure, food security and environment are presented as fields where cooperation
could potentially be beneficial. Kajumov describes regionalism as an enabler of
increased multilateralism, a factor that facilitates a better integration to a global
system17.
2.1.3. From old to new regionalism
Regionalism has become, in a way, a fundamentally important part of the 21st century.18
Globally, there are numerous initiatives, and almost all states belong to several of them.
Often these agreements are based on economy and trade, providing free market access
and harmonizing policies. And 21st century has seen a new kind of wave of regionalism,
relatively distinct from historical precedents. These regional agreements exist in a
globalized, multilateral context. In other words, regionalism has changed both in terms
of scale and quality. 19 The amount of regional integration initiatives has grown
exponentially since the 1995 GATT Uruguay Round. Currently nearly 95 per cent of
global trade takes place within some sort of free trade arrangement. Furthermore, the
substantial form of regionalism has evolved in terms of motivations, legal arrangements
and priorities.

Image 1: Quantity of RTAs since the WWII. Source: WTO, URL:
https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/region_e/regfac_e.htm (accessed on 21.3.2018)

Vanheukelom et al. 2016
Kajumov 2012
18 Schiff et al. 2003 pp. 1-30
19 Hnát 2008
16
17
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This “new” regionalism is defined through certain common characteristics. 20 First,
regional initiatives are increasingly designed as trade creating instead of trade diverting.
This means that rather than being closed trade blocks, which limit trade with nonmembers through common tariff barriers, new initiatives are relatedly trade liberal.
Second, they are increasingly “deep” instead of “shallow”. This means that they are
more focused on policy harmonization and deepening political/social cooperation,
rather than “shallow” free trade arrangements. Third, their composition is becoming
increasingly heterogeneous, and north-south arrangements have become increasingly
common. Some initiatives such as NAFTA include members, whose state of economic
and institutional development is vastly different, creating a sort of “developmental
regionalism” project.
The “new” regionalism is also increasingly “open” 21, which is analytically the most
important aspect of new regionalism in this dissertation. Open regionalism lacks a clear,
simple definition. Here I use the understanding of open regionalism as cooperation
within a limited number of member states without discrimination towards nonmembers. Garnaut discusses it sometimes even rather as trade facilitation than deep
integration. As such, it fundamentally challenges the paradigm of regionalism, which
would imply intensifying cooperation within a region, while simultaneously decreasing
ties to external actors.
Open regionalism as a concept emerged from the policy of Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC), where trade was actively being facilitated without the restrictions
of a traditional free-trade agreement.22 As such, open regionalism can be construed as a
sort of compromise between regionalism and globalism, a policy that allows for
intensified cooperation without excluding policy options. But there is no formal or legal
definition of open regionalism; it is a popular term for a more general trend in
international relations rather than a specifically defined mode of cooperation. There are
also several schools of thought concerning open regionalism. Cooperation that could be
perceived as “open regionalism” could be achieved through various legal arrangements,
or according to Bergsten, even outside formally binding agreements, in situations where
Burfisher et al. 2004
Garnaut 2004
22 Bergsten 1997
20
21
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a number of states simply take unilateral policy decision that collude without explicit
agreement.
2.1.4. Regionalism, multilateralism and open regionalism in a global system
The emergence of regionalism and its exponential increase particularly since the
Uruguay round has led to a vivid discussion on the relationship between regionalism
and multilateralism.23 24 To present a complex debate in simple terms, authors often
resort to Bhagwati’s concepts of “building blocs” versus “stumbling blocs”.

To

elaborate, regionalism can be viewed as a component of, opponent to or parallel with
globalization. 25 Different schools of though can analyse regionalism as a step towards
greater multilateralism, as a reaction or denial of genuine multilateral globalism, or even
as a phenomenon completely unrelated to globalism per se. This traditional direction of
discussion classifies regionalism categorically like this, as simply excluding
multilateralism, generally perceived as best capable of increasing global welfare26, or
being a temporary phase which helps underdeveloped economies to transition to the
challenging world of multilateralism.
In this context of debate, some authors have seen new and particularly open regionalism
as a sort of compromise between regionalism and multilateralism, mitigating the trade
diverting and welfare reducing impacts of opposition to multilateralism. 27 But the
debate on regionalism is becoming increasingly pluralistic, preferring to see positive
dynamics than diametric oppositions between regionalism and multilateralism. 28 Hnát
has taken this line of argument further, arguing for a more multifaceted and holistic
understanding of the relationship between new and open regionalism and
multilateralism.29 Hnát argues that not only are dynamics of regionalism and globalism
in the 21st century compatible, but they also exist in a mutually supportive relationship.
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Both multilateralism and regionalism have gone through a fundamental qualitative
change during the last decades. 30 Both have become broader in their scope, and the
traditional understanding of regionalism as local protectionism and opposition to
multilateralism to increase state power has become obsolete. Hnát argues that new
regionalism is a global phenomenon per se, promoting the creation of trans regional
organizations that rather promote than inhibit multilateralism. New regionalism also
brings the north and the south in closer cooperation, facilitating successful integration
of the global south to a global system, being also compatible with economic, tradebased and neoliberal development agendas.
In Hnát’s line of argumentation increased globalization has influenced both
multilateralism and regionalism, creating a new kind of dynamic between these
phenomena and making them compatible.31 This new kind of regionalism contributes to
new concepts of governance and “multi-level governance of international trade”, and
facilitates the emergence of flexible, outward oriented and competitive organization. In
Hnát’s view, new and open regionalism is not a compromise between two opposing
forces, but an integral part of a multi-level global system.

2.2. Approaches to the analysis of integration
2.2.1. World Bank approach
Regional integration is not simply a question of liberalism; if it were, it would be simply
preferable to engage in free trade.32 On the contrary, there are a number of reasons
countries could wish to deepen their cooperation on a regional basis. Larger shared
economic space implies greater bargaining power on international arenas. Integration
provides duty-free access to new markets, reduces transaction costs, creates
predictability of trade, benefits consumers and exports sectors, may convert some
countries into investment hubs, and provides opportunities for protected industrial
development. Multinationals, large export industries and other economic interest groups
may lobby for increased integration.
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Furthermore, regional integration does not depend on purely economic reasons. 33
Politics may play an equally important role in motivating integration. Governments may
be interested in engaging in security and peace building initiatives through regional
approaches. This is particularly relevant if the parties share values or the problems are
local. Flow of civil disorder, crime or migration from neighbouring areas, or perceived
common external threat may be reasons to deepen cooperation. ASEAN and GCC are
prime examples of integration motivated by perceived external threat.
2.2.2. Mansfield and others’ political economy approach
Mansfield and others discuss political economy of regional integration from a double
perspective of regional trading blocks and regional security coalitions.34 They conclude
that security and trade based integration initiatives can be very closely intertwined. In
terms of economy and trade, Mansfield and others discuss interest groups and lobbying
efforts.

Institutions of integration can be understood as redistributive policy

instruments. As such, their popularity depends partially on the existence of stakeholders
who benefit or suffer from eventual integration projects. Some interest groups are able
to organize and lobby for their interest.
In terms of politics, regionalism can be understood from the perspectives of broader
policy strategies, both in domestic and foreign politics. 35 To meet their foreign policy
goals, state administrations within and beyond a specific region may be interested in
building political or trade relations. States may be interested in generating negotiation
power or avoiding being “left out”. Furthermore, domestic policies form the context for
regional integration. As an example the paper discusses the Arab League, where
domestic protectionism, nationalism, militarism and wary elites exclude many
alternatives in foreign politics.
2.2.3. Schneider’s political economy approach
Schneider’s political economy framework discusses motivations for integration
initiatives.36 Schneider identifies three particular factors: internal stakeholders, external
stakeholders and government responsiveness to these stakeholders. Internal stakeholders
Schiff et al. 2003 pp. 187-207
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are those parties within the states who have an interest in potential integration
initiatives. Export oriented business sectors, multinational corporations and particularly
efficient industries tend to be interested in increased integration, as this increases their
terms of trade and reduces transaction costs, as well as reducing market volatility.
Consumers should also be interested, as increased competition is expected to lower
prices and increase selection.
External stakeholders are actors that exist outside the region of interests, yet are
interested in promoting increased cooperation.37 Integration of a specific region might
interest external actors due to national security concerns, hegemonic interests over a
specific geographic area, or geopolitical competition with other hegemons.
Responsiveness of the government comprises factors like the political survival of the
leadership, public opinion and its impact of political outcomes, and ability of
institutions to channel different interests.
2.2.4. ECDPM approach
The approach applied by Vanheukelom and others identifies a sort of taxonomy of
factors enabling or disabling integration initiatives.38 It identifies five groups of factors.
The first group comprises foundational or structural factors, such as geography,
economy and history. These factors have long-term implications, are difficult to
manipulate, and predetermine a context for integration. Second group comprises
institutional forms and functions. This group involves formal and informal “rules of the
game”, such as laws, treaties, values, beliefs and customs. Third group comprises
actors, agency and incentives. These factors consist of different political groups and
coalitions, their modi operandi, elites, interests, signalling, leadership, individuals,
private sector, and civil society actors. Fourth group comprises sectors, subsectors and
specific political economies. These factors define how policies are implemented and
how power relations work within and between sectors of society. Fifth group comprises
role of hegemons. It discusses external influencers and donors, and their impact on
regional processes.
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2.3 IR theories and institutions
2.3.1. Realist theory
Defined simply, realist or neorealist theories see states as unitary and rational actors that
aim to maximize their own “national interest”.39 As the state is an autonomous monolith
with a simply identified purpose, it is not considered necessary to contemplate any of its
components, such as state institutions, interest groups, civil society, or private sector.
According to Morgenthau, national interest equals the power a state wields. 40 It
logically follows that a state will always aim to maximize its political, economic and
military power. In terms of regional integration, realist theories would compare
regionalism to formation of military-like alliances. A formal institutional integration
initiative is hence founded in order to counter an external, common threat to its
members. Institutions are analysed through the lens of power play and the capacity of
hegemons to attract smaller countries as their allies.
2.3.2. Constructivist theory
Constructivist theory sees the reality as socially constructed. 41 Policy is analysed
through the lense of identities, social practices, and institutions. Policy is constructed
through ideas, ideologies, and discourses, which justify pursuing specific actions. In the
constructivist framework, institutions are analysed through the lens of shared identities.
42

Objects of analysis are shared values and cultural characteristics. Integration is based

on cognitive interdependence or common experiences, that is concepts that are social
constructions. An institution is assessed based on its capacity to construct and provide a
common identity.

2.4. Theoretical approach of this thesis
Based on the above theoretical literature, I will analyse phenomena related to Central
Asian regional integration through a four-tier political economy frame. I have divided
the thesis in four general sections that I have named historic, intraregional, interregional
and institutional. Most theoretical sources I consulted focus predominantly on free trade
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arrangements. Schiff and others, and Schneider also discuss political motivations.
Mansfield and others deal also with collective defence arrangements. As Mansfield et
al. conclude, economy and security can be closely linked,43 which is also the case in
integration initiatives in Central Asia. Hence I have not made a strict division between
the two, but deal both with economy and safety oriented initiatives together.
In the context of history I will analyse foundational or historic factors that set the
context for further integration. I will look into history of the region in order to identify
larger trends, connections and continuities, and establish the conditions and relations
within the Central Asian and Eurasian regions. Foundational factors form also the basis
for a deep understanding of intraregional and interregional dynamics.
In the context of intraregional dynamics I will look at internal and regional factors
within the five states. I will analyse the relevant stakeholders and how they influence
processes. I will look at their political systems, economic and industrial structures,
economic sectors, interest groups and lobbies, private sector and civil society, and
informal political institutions. I will also look at their foreign policies, inter-state
relations and foreign trade patterns. Lastly, I will look at regional phenomena and
shared grievances.
In the context of interregional dynamics I will look at actors outside the region and their
interest in Central Asian states and regional institutions. I will look at the role of
hegemons, geopolitics, great power relations, donor motivations and the dynamics of
external regional leaders. This chapter, together with intraregional dynamics, forms the
general context within which formal institutional initiatives play out.
My analysis will culminate in the formal institutional framework of regional integration.
I will discuss how the formal institutional initiatives have been constructed and how
they are being defined by the dynamics analysed in previous chapters. I will look at the
institutions through a realist and constructivist lenses to assess their internal dynamics.
From the realist point of view, it is relevant to assess whether an external threat has
been successfully posited, and whether this threat can be successfully used to form
political or economic alliances. From the constructivist viewpoint it is relevant to assess
43
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whether a cognitive interdependence has been successfully constructed, and whether it
can be used to legitimize deep political and economic cooperation.
In the conclusions, I will discuss the regional integration in Central Asia in a more
abstract theoretical context. I will bind the CA case to the debate on the relationship
between regionalism and multilateralism. I will analyse how the experiences from CA
regionalism contribute to theoretical understanding of open regionalism as a part of a
multilateral global system. I will use the role of the elites and CA domestic politics as
the basis of my analysis.

3. Meeting-point of empires: History of Central
Asia
3.1. Dynamic frontiers and shared identities
3.1.1. Bridge between empires
Central Asia has been among the most important elements of world history, yet
somewhat undervalued and misunderstood as such.44 Hall argues that trade and cultural
connections have been the centre of Central Asia’s historical importance. It can be
construed as a sort of bridge between the major Eurasian civilizations, and in many
historical periods native Central Asian social entities have been important members of
the world order in their own right. Hall’s main argument is that Central Asian history
should be mainly understood through the prism of international trade. The region and its
inhabitants have benefited greatly from neighbouring empires. In a way the local
politics have been constructed around this reality, as social orders and personal
influence came to be constructed on capacity to maintain trading routes. Trade should
be understood as an even more important element of social order than raiding, an
activity more stereotypically related to the “steppe barbarian” myth. Research of Central
Asia, be it oriented in history or politics, cannot ignore importance of regional and
international trade.
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3.1.2. Persians, Turks, and Islam
In terms of cultural influence, two pre-Russian historical phenomena are crucial to
understanding Central Asia: Persian and Turkish empires. Persian and Muslim identity
can be traced back to 8th and 9th centuries, briefly after the Arab conquest of Persia.45
Persian culture was also the most important driver of Muslim identity in Central Asia.
Hanafi Sunni Islam professed in Central Asia today expanded through a very complex
and gradual process.46 While Persian Empire is instrumental in understanding expansion
of Islam, it is not question of simple military excursions or proselytizing. Instead, the
faith spread through a complex economic, political and social process.47 Trade, Sufi
brotherhoods, and other connections were more important for disseminating Islam in
Central Asia.
Turkish penetration took place from 8th century onwards through mass migrations, not
so much direct military excursions. 48 Turkish culture contributed particularly to the
tribal politics and social organizations. This cultural and social organization is among
the most important characteristics of Central Asia of the second millennium. It is the
basis for understanding the complex political, ethnic and tribal organizations that form
the political and social order in the region, to a large extent even today. It is also
relevant for understanding foreign relations, relationship to contemporary Turkey, and
pan-Turkism as social influencer.
3.1.3. Shared identities – Turco-Persian synthesis
The Islamic space after 9th century accommodated various large groups like Arabs,
Persians and Turks relatively peacefully.49 While tensions obviously existed – Manz
describes how Turkic (later Mongol-Turkic) nomads were perceived as brutal and
barbaric and sedentary Persians as untrustworthy – this did not prevent functional
cooperation. Ethnicities were not divided clearly territorially. They often learned each
other’s languages and engaged in trade and cooperation. This functional cooperation
laid the foundation for the fluid identities.
Roy 2011, 1-24
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Roy argues that culturally Central Asia can be analysed as a fluid cultural symbiosis of
Turkish and Persian elements.50 In its widest definition CA can be understood as the
combination of Turkish and Persian empires, a region spanning between Istanbul,
Esfahan and Bukhara. Throughout its history to region has lacked specific frontiers,
which allowed for flexible cultural relations. Central Asia has no historical experience
of nations or states until Soviet Union. Politics prior to 20th century were based on
imperial rule and clans. Ethnicity as base on governance did not exists until it was
constructed by Moscow. This mingling of languages and ethnicities crater in Central
Asia a kind of cultural hybrid where rulers were Turkish and administrators were
Persian 51 . This heterogeneous cultural complex was sustained for centuries until
Russian conquest.
These factors constitute significant sources of identity, capable of constituting regional
identities and potentially challenging national identities. Ethnic, religious, or clan
identities have remained significant, surviving changing power structures and colonial
social engineering. In terms of impact on regionalism, these identity factors are a social
force to consider.

3.2. Disruptions and continuities
3.2.1. Mongol conquest and assimilation
Mongol Empire started its expansion in early 13th century, lasting until 18th century.52
Rather than divisive period, initially Mongol rule created unprecedented political unity
into a traditionally heterogeneous region. 53 Even in terms of trade, the long-term impact
of Mongol empire was quite beneficial. 54 The new empire prioritized trade and
facilitated the creation of new transport corridors. Mongols also reduced trade-related
risks by providing protection for traders and establishing legal innovations. In terms of
identity, Mongols influenced and were influenced. They engaged in extensive social
engineering to break down old social orders and establish new loyalties.
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Simultaneously, Mongols adopted many practices, including Islam, and merged with
the local population.
Despite the connections created by the Mongols, their empire was suffering from
internal divisions by 15th century. 55 Central Asia started to be divided into
administrative sub-regions. The empire was characterized by local loyalties, and
maintaining central power was difficult. Local groupings started accruing autonomous
agency in their governance. Little by little, Mongol empire was divided into small local
administrative units.56
3.2.2. Evolving structures of power
The divisive trend intensified in early 16th century, as several significant regional
leaders emerged, changing the balance of regional power.57 First, the Persian Empire
was taken over by the Safavid dynasty. Until then, Persian Empire had had an immense
influence on Central Asian culture. 58 The very expansion of Islam to Central Asia had
been mostly attributable Persian influence. But as Safavid Empire took over Persia, the
empire adopted Shia Islam. This limited Persian cultural influence in Turkestan, which
remained a Hanafi Sunni region. Though Persian cultural influence did not disappear,
this has had a heavy impact on foreign relations between CA and Iran.
Furthermore, Uzbeks conquered the Transoxiana region, corresponding more or less to
the modern day state of Uzbekistan,59 and Moghul Empire came to power in South
Asia. This division between resulted in a partial fractioning of Turkestan, as the
competing power centres competed with each other. But simultaneously their reign
remained very strictly imperial and their rule was mainly indirect, interfering only
minimally with the existing system of clans as basis of political and social organization.
This division also contributed to future colonial rule, as Russia could invade a divided
Central Asia without excessive effort.
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3.2.3. Russian conquest and the Great Game
Russian colonial policy and conquest of Central Asia was a slow, gradual, and evolving
process.60 It can be considered rather a series of episodic conquests, each with different
strategic goal. First wave of expansion can be traced to Ivan the Terrible’s rule, when
Russian dominion was extended to the Caspian Sea. This expansion was a sort of
crusade, motivated by religious reasons and the tsar’s ambitions. After Ivan’s death this
process was in a moratorium, later to be revived by the subsequent Romanov dynasty in
the 18th century. This second wave of expansion took place in the Kazakh steppes, as a
reaction to Ottoman expansionism. The region corresponding to modern-day
Kazakhstan was annexed to Russia by 19th century. AS a counter reaction,
Turkish/Ottoman culture and Islam became central elements of resistance to Russian
rule.
Britain commenced a campaign to contain Russian expansion and protect their own
colonies in South Asia in the 1830’s.61 Russia became increasingly interested in the
Asian arena of geopolitical competition after its defeat in the Crimean war. This period
of competition for colonial rule in Asia between Russia and Britain was later nicknamed
the Great Game. By 1854 Russia had conquered Transoxiana, the region roughly
corresponding to modern Uzbekistan. It played successfully the local empires in Khiva,
Kokand and Bukhara against each other and managed thus to extend a monopoly over
the region that now constitutes the five Central Asian states, establishing the province of
Turkestan. Afghanistan became a buffer zone between Russian and British empires.
Despite conquest, Turkestan avoided cultural and social Russification under tsarist
rule.62 Russian rule was indirect, and the tsar did little to interrupt the prevalent social
order. The new imperial masters did not have interest in challenging the clans, and
preferred to rule through local strongmen. Russian rule was not seriously contested.
While some protest movements did emerge, they were usually driven by specific social
grievances, not nationalistic aspirations. But while Russian rule did little to upset social
order per se, it did contribute to serious change.63 The Great Game essentially cut of
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economic and cultural ties between Central and South Asia. Pan-Turkism started to gain
momentum, as Central Asia was lodged between Christian Russia and Shia Iran.

3.3. Diverging identities: Sovietisation and state building
3.3.1. First process of nation-building: Sovietisation
In contrast to tsarist Russian rule, the Soviet period was much more ambitious.64 Stalin
set in motion the process of nation building of the future five states. The so-called “first
process of nation building” 65 started with the reform programme that took place
between 1920-1936. This process was concerned with establishing borders, structuring
languages and expressions of material culture. Sovietisation of Turkestan broke down
any nationalistic or identity factors that might counteract the Soviet development
paradigms.66 This process laid the foundation for the five modern states.
Soviet Union aimed at the creation of a multiethnic, centrally managed empire.67 Roy
analyses the Soviet state building process through the framework of “divide and
conquer” governance, where deep social changes were forced in short period of time
with clear sense of purpose. Constructed ethnicity was played against pan-Islamism,
pan-Turkism, and religious conservatism or reformism to prevent formation of serious
anti-Soviet movements. Roy describes a connection between Stalin’s “theory of
nations” as basis for Soviet regional administration and the concept of “the people” in
German romanticism, emerging since the 19th century. Stalin’s organization was based
on the idea of “one group, one territory”. Turkestan was divided into specifically
defined geographic regions, each assigned to its titular “nationality”. Soviet Central
Asia can be analysed as one of the most intensive colonial projects ever to take place:
not only did Moscow redesign borders and administration, but also invented ethnicities,
languages and histories to the people they dominated.
Languages were being redesigned to create sense of belonging and to break old
sympathies.68 Scripts were changed, first from Arabic to Latin to cut connection to
Persian cultural space, and later to Cyrillic to similarly prevent rapprochement with
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Turkey. Purges were conducted to prevent opposition from emerging. Some peoples
were granted the position of titular ethnicities, and others were forcibly assimilated to
them.69 Ethnic and linguistic differences were belittled where cohesion was needed, or
exaggerated where social structures needed to be broken down. People were locked into
constructed categories to make sure no single unit could aspire independence.
3.3.2. Investment and regional development
From the perspective of investment and industrial development, Turkestan was treated
as a single economic unit.70 Spechler emphasizes that Soviet investment should not be
understood as unilateral abuse or appropriation of natural resources. Moscow engaged
in extensive budget support, investment and industrial development in order to integrate
Turkestan into a larger Soviet economic space. But simultaneously all industry was
subordinated to central administration is Moscow. Infrastructure was built on Soviet
terms to serve not so much Central Asia, but the common needs of the union.
Neither did industrial development exist separate from social engineering in peripheral
Soviet space.71 Industrial development was advanced hand in hand with the creation of
new “nations” and ethnic nationalism. Industry was similarly used to “divide and rule”
and to eliminate potential unified sources of anti-Soviet agitation. Forced relocations
based on ethnicity were regular also in industrial development. This was particularly
visible in the expansion of cotton industry.
The kolkhoz was being established as the new tribe.72 It was to become the basis of
social organization, the unit that would be in touch with local populations. It was also
exploited to legitimize the new status quo after the old structures had been brought
down. Industrial development required also extensive investment in irrigation.73 It was
a priority, because the post-revolution investment project could hardly subsist without
sufficient water, a resource that at the time was considered abundant. During the Second
World War self-sufficiency became increasingly important, which sped up exploitation
of water resources.
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3.3.3. Second process of nation-building: independence
After Soviet Union collapsed, so did the common economic space in Turkestan, now
suddenly a group of independent states. 74 This led to an acute economic crisis.
Technical experts soon emigrated, mostly to Russia. Industrial structures were obsolete
and inefficient. Neither had the countries experience in managing their domestic
policies, foreign relations or economy.75 The states were never designed to be able to
manage their own policies. 76 They were specifically built to be economies of
dependency, to provide natural resources to the centre. Artificial cultural and national
differences did not make post-independence struggles any easier. Independence was a
violent period, the five new states having to go through almost overnight a statebuilding process that has often required centuries to happen in other countries.77 There
was no clear elite-led strategy and no “natural” national agenda.
The independence can be considered as the starting point for the “second process of
nation building”.78 There was never a major political upheaval after secession from the
union. Mostly old communist party cadres remained in power. Administrative systems
remained in use almost unchanged, as did the old patterns of corruption and patronage.
While the elites distanced themselves from communism, they did not dare approach
democracy or liberalism, either. The states chose to maintain strategic status quo.79 The
first survival mechanism in a very unstable and unpredictable political context was the
concentration of power to a strong executive power.80 Clans re-emerged as a viable
element in national politics after Soviet repression.
Beyond presidentialism, a desperate search for national symbols and sources of
legitimate state power began after independence.81 The process can only be described as
hasty and divisive. As ethno-nationalism had been an important element of Soviet rule,
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it remained as the core of post-independence social order. Nationalism can be
considered the main ideology of post-independence state building.82 As formal state
institutions preceded nations, this was in a way necessary. States have come to
legitimize their existence with the same ethnic nationalism that Soviet historiography
created. The states have sought after national heroes, historic myths and searched for
any evidence on the superiority of their nationalistic narrative over those of their
neighbours.
While the five states gained their independence at least partially against their will, their
national sentiment as separate entities can, in a way, be traced back to Andropov and
Gorbachev era.

83 84

Brezhnev reforms aimed to make Soviet economic and

administrative system more efficient and competitive. But these reforms were, at least
to a degree, perceived as targeting the Muslim population disproportionally. Perestroika
was particularly hard on the underdeveloped southern provinces. Local cadres were
increasingly hostile to the central administration, perceived as exclusively Slavic.
The pervasiveness of nationalism in contemporary Central Asian politics, discussed in
the next chapter, demonstrates the importance of Soviet period for Central Asian
regional integration. I see it first and foremost as a disruptive period, where deep and
ambitious Soviet designs were able to tear down social structures that had characterized
the region for centuries. While many constructions, such as religion or clans, have
resurfaced as sources of social capital, they have been effectively undermined by
nationalism.

3.4. Analysis of foundational factors: Turkestan lost
For most of its history, Central Asian region has not been defined by strict frontiers.
Rather, it has been a vaguely defined space, characterized by fluid frontiers and flexible
connections. Trade has been a central element due to the fortunate geographic position
between numerous empires, promoting cultural exchanges and cooperation over
conflict. This fluid definition of Central Asia is best demonstrated in the historic maps
over the region. The current five states, as seen in the image 3, are a very recent
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creation, dating back only to the Soviet rule in 20th century. The older maps in images 1
and 2 demonstrate how radically the social and political fabric of the region has
changed throughout history, and how little basis the contemporary five states of Central
Asia have in earlier history.
In this chapter, I will discuss two main arguments concerning the foundational factors in
history and the cognitive interdependence they have created. First, I argue that there are
strong foundational factors that could be used to support increased integration and even
emergence of a regional identity. Though centres of power have emerged and fallen,
cultural continuities and importance of CA as trade hub have mostly persisted until the
Great Game. Particularly important elements are similarities in culture, religion and
language, which have been created gradually between 8th and 20th centuries. These
include Hanafi Islam, Turkic languages spoken in most of the region, and Turco-Persian
cultural tradition. Second, I argue that the Russian annexation of Central Asia in 19th
century and the subsequent Soviet period represent a fundamental rupture in this
historical trajectory. The Soviet era laid the foundation for the state building process
and emergence of nationalism and authoritarian rule in CA politics. More generally,
Soviet rule contributed greatly to the emergence of the contemporary political,
economic and social order of the independent CA states.

Image 2: Inner Asia 140 BC – 220 AD. The Epoch Times, URL: https://www.theepochtimes.com/howimperial-chinas-campaign-to-fend-off-barbarians-opened-the-silk-road_1418839.html (accessed on
21.3.2018)
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Image 3: Inner Asia 1749, Bellin, Nicholas. URL:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Turkestan_%26_Kasachstan._Bellin,_Nicolaus._Paris,_1749.jp
g (accessed on 21.3.2018)

Image 4: Current borders of national states in Central Asia. International Crisis Group, 2017
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4. Intraregional dynamics and inter-state
relations
4.1. Political economy of the young societies
4.1.1. Political systems and nationalism
The difficult state building process after independence has led to dominance of
nationalism, particularly ethnic nationalism, in the domestic policies of virtually all CA
states. 85 Nationalism has developed hand in hand with strong executive power,
presidentialism, and politics of strongmen. The states adopted very similar constitutions
after independence.86 These constitutions also developed similarly afterwards, checks
and balances on executive power being reduced and legislative and judicial powers
being brought under presidential control. Bingol sees the presidents as mainly interested
in establishing their personal authority in a complex political environment of clans and
informal structures. Contemporary CA political systems are not completely dissimilar
from their Soviet predecessors.87 Already during Soviet era, power came to be highly
concentrated and personified. Political elites that consist of old party members stay in
power for life. Generation changes are dangerous, as there are no transparent rules of
succession. This holds true for all countries to some extent, though significant
difference exists as well.
Bingol describes nationalism as the true successor to communism in Central Asia,
instead of liberal democracy.88 Nationalism is an elementary part of politics even in the
relatively liberal and tolerant Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. 89 It is visible in language
laws and social status of individuals on the domestic field. Nationalism permeates
politics and often spills over even to foreign relations, with heads of state competing
over whose tribe is the most antique and authentic. Ethnic nationalism in the state
building process can be understood as among the main barriers to the formation of a
regional identity. It is worth noting that nationalism is no more a simple elite-led
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discourse.90 Rather, national identity is generally perceived as very strong among CA
populations.
This national identification or national identity based on exclusively ethnic terms can be
construed as opposite of regional identification or regional identities. The discourse of
nationalism based on dominant ethnic groups is the antithesis of regional cognitive
interdependence. Thus nationalism prevents the emergence of regional identities and
integration from a constructivist perspective. Katz also argues that political systems and
nationalistic discourses are unlikely to change on short or medium-long term.91 Any
democratic, pluralistic processes have been rare and ultimately unsuccessful. This could
attributed to preference of stability over political reform, strong external support for
autocratic rule – from Russian and China in particular – or simply administrative
prowess of the elites. Whatever the case, Katz’s conclusions support Bingol’s idea of
nationalism as a stable ideological base for the political systems, not simply a temporary
transition phase.
4.1.2. Industrial structure and stakeholders
Industrial structure and transport infrastructure are another obvious Soviet legacy,
which limits regional aspirations. 92 CA industry was designed to work as a part of the
Union, not as the basis of several independent states. Industrial structure was created to
provide the centre with raw materials. Partially this design still serves the export of raw
materials to world market, but can be seen as a barrier to increased regional trade.
Investment in cotton and hydrocarbon extraction has created an industrial structure
where all states rely heavily on producing raw materials and exporting them on world
markets. 93 Level of industrial specialization is very low, with almost exclusive
concentration on oil, gas and cotton. There is very little potential for intraregional trade,
which further explains the lack of interest in regional trade intensification: there is little
for the states to gain in expanding their regional trade involvement.
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Due to the industrial structure, there are few to no stakeholders with incentive to lobby
for increased integration94: no one would really benefit from increased regional trade,
and its political costs are perceived as greater than its potential benefits. Particularly
interesting case is cotton, an important cash crop for many low-income countries in CA
and beyond.95 It is an important export product for the population. Large number of
households is dependent on its cultivation, and the states depend on its taxation. The
importance of cotton has led to the rise of a “cotton nomenclature”, a small business
elite reaping the benefits of the trade.96 The cotton elites are efficiently embedded with
the political elite, allowing for industrial inefficiency and corruption to persist. As elite
interests are embedded with those of the inefficient industrial sector, there is little room
for reform.
4.1.3. Islam and religious identity
Islam is an important social factor in the entire Central Asia.97 While statistics are
somewhat vague, it is safe to say that practicing Muslims constitute a majority of
population. In Kazakhstan an estimated 60 per cent of the population is Muslim, while
in Tajikistan the number can be as high as 95 per cent. With few local exceptions, all
are Hanafi Sunni Muslims. Seifert argues that the troublesome transition to
independence and market economy can be viewed at least as a partial explanation to
resurrection of religion and clan system. The transition implied poverty, disorder and
marginalization of many, which created a beneficial breeding ground for religiously
motivated opposition and social justice movements. This implies that religious
resurgence is not simply a question of lifestyle, personal choice or values. Religion is
also a factor embedded into a larger social and political organization of Central Asia.
Islam also constitutes a significant sector of political opposition and anti-corruption
movement.
In the context of links between religion and politics, some Soviet practices of religious
administration have been preserved.98 The secular elite sees religion as an existential
threat, which calls for repressive government control. Pro-democracy and opposition
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movements are increasingly lumped together with terrorism and separatism.99 Counterterrorism becomes a tool of maintaining autocratic control. Furthermore, Islam becomes
entangled with geopolitical games, particularly in the case of Turkey, Iran and SaudiArabia.100 Islam becomes not only instrumental for understanding domestic concerns
and social phenomena, but also the context for international relations and geopolitical
spheres of influence. Religious identities are surprisingly compatible with ethnic
nationalism.101 Strong religious identities coexist with national identities. While Hanafi
Islam most certainly constitutes a common identity factor for most of Central Asia, it
does not seem to be fundamentally at odds with the secular nation building processes
and subsequent nationalism.
4.1.4. Clan politics and clan identity
System of clans and extended families as the foundation of the social organization and
domestic politics has gone through something of a renaissance after independence.102
Clan system comes with a long history among nomadic and sedentary populations alike,
and the Soviet system never managed to completely abolish it.103 Family and kinship
are elementary for personal standing and political power. Clan system is also embedded
with the neopatrionalism and political clientelism in Central Asia. They are the basis of
informal power structures. They have brought presidents into power and defined
regional power relations.
The political power in CA does not depend so much on control of formal state
institutions as it does on capacity to provide and block business opportunities.104 The
importance of informal structures is not even in the region. For instance Kazakhstan has
a relatively strong middle class, a clear business elite and thus a stronger formal state
structure, despite its neopatrimonialism and personification of power around
presidential power. On the other hand the weakest states like Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan
rely heavily on informal structures to subsist.
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As is the case with religious identities, Kim argues that clans are not only a culturally
fundamental part of Central Asian politics, but also surprisingly compatible with
nationalistic discourses and strong national identification. 105 While Kim sees clan
politics as inhibiting democratic development, Central Asian politics should not be
analysed simply from the framework of clan-based tradition versus state-based
modernism. So far, strong national identities and strong clan identities have co-existed
successfully.

4.2. Foreign politics
4.2.1. Foreign policy strategies
Central Asia and the foreign policies of the five states tend to be analysed as a monolith,
but a more detailed analysis would yield more nuanced picture. 106107 The states have
shown various levels of interest in dealing with each other and with outside world.
Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan drive most active foreign policies, both regionally and
internationally. Kazakhstan has placed foreign policy as a priority of its politics.
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are the most active members of multilateral organizations.
Tajikistan and Turkmenistan are the most closed states in terms of foreign policy.
Turkmenistan is formally “neutral” in foreign policy, which prevents it from
participating in deep integration initiatives.
Beyond the differences of foreign policy, there is a characteristic shared by all the CA
states. Spechler describes it as “export globalism” as foreign policy strategy.108 All five
states export raw materials and basic goods and import capital and manufactures. They
deal on the world market, with no particular preference for trading partners. The
concept of export globalism together with the homogeneous industrial structures of the
CA states is a crucial factor limiting potential for regional cooperation.
All CA states have resorted to a pragmatic, even opportunistic, foreign policy.109 All
countries have been keen to diversify their diplomatic relations after independence.
They have worked to avoid dependency on Russia or China alone. Simultaneously they
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have leveraged on security issues and played super powers against each other for
maximal economic benefit and political agency. 110 CA states have successfully
established themselves as a “frontier against drug and terrorism”. Lewis perceives this
as a strategy to increase their international standing and gain rents to the state elites.111
This has proven a politically successful project, despite little de facto results in reduced
levels of crime.
Koch argues that nationalism and elite interests are also pervasive in the ideological
base of foreign policy.112 While arguably the five states have promoted globalist foreign
policies and shown interest in integrating to global trade, they have shown strong
willingness to do so on their own terms. States present their nationally crafted
development strategies, and emphasize their distinctiveness. As such, they do not
simply accept models of development, policy and governance that they perceive as
externally imposed. The elites are not interested in simply accepting neoliberal rhetoric
or liberalism per se.
4.2.2. Inter-state relations and their context
In their dealing with each other, the CA states have resorted to competition rather than
cooperation.113 There is a marked lack of political engagement in most initiatives. Often
problems arise due to the issues of borders, ethnic tensions and water resources.
Nationalism in domestic policy is not beneficial for inter-state relations.114 Most states
prefer bilateral diplomacy to multilateral options, even when dealing with other
members of international or regional organizations. All heads of state value state
sovereignty over possible gains of increased cooperation.
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Furthermore, the

governments of the larger states Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan are engaged in a continued
tug-of-war over regional leadership.
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After independence, border demarcation process was never concluded in a satisfactory
manner.116 Soviet border creation was rather vague, leaving many borders badly defined
and full of enclaves. Border conflicts tend to correlate with resource conflicts and ethnic
tensions. Problematic state-to-state relations can contribute to conflict escalation, which
has been particularly the case between Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Border
management is generally badly organized, border crossing involving great deals of
bureaucracy and border personnel being insufficiently capacitated and paid.
What is more, obsolete Soviet social designs manifest themselves also through the
cumbersome and expensive transport system in the region.117 Central Asia belongs to
the least trade-friendly regions in the world, and the situation has remained more or less
static during the period of 2006-2014.118 To a great extent this has been attributed to
Soviet design of transport networks. 119 Central Asian republics were expected to
provide raw materials for the Union. Any transport corridors were specifically designed
to transport raw materials to Russia and manufactures back to the states. The network
was never meant to support intra-regional trade or trade with outside partners. Beyond
pure lack of transport routes, there are a number of “soft” barriers related to legislation,
corruption and inefficiency of transport. 120
Beyond these barriers, infrastructure and legislation are not the sole factors to be
considered when analysing barriers of regional trade.121 Cooley indicates that extensive
investment in infrastructure since independence has not correlated with increased
regional trade. While all CA states have seen their trade with external partners soar,
regional trade has essentially stalled. This trend is attributed mainly to continued
corruption and inefficiency or border management, despite all efforts and gains.
In terms of economic development, industrial structure, state institutions and income
level, the states of Central Asia are very heterogeneous.122 Some countries, Kyrgyzstan
and Tajikistan in particular, have very high levels of poverty, comparable to regions of
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Sub-Saharan Africa. Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan are potentially politically
unstable. Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan have gone through political upheavals, which in
Tajikistan culminated in a civil war.123 They are also more vulnerable to organized
crime, drug trafficking and non-traditional security problems. This means that power
relations within the region are asymmetrical.124 While all states are relatively weak and
to an extend dependant on external partners like Russia and China, some countries
exercise stronger regional power. Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan can establish themselves
as regional leaders, and are thus able to pressure smaller members.

4.3. Common challenges
4.3.1. Natural resource coordination
Use of water resources is among the most discussed barriers to regional integration.
Water management can also be understood in the context of industrial development and
Soviet development investment in the region.125 Water was managed as a part of a
larger ecosystem of production, where the use of water in resource-rich upstream
countries, like Kyrgyzstan, was limited. Simultaneously wasteful irrigation in resourcepoor downstream countries, like Uzbekistan, was promoted. In an integrated network,
upstream countries would provide water for agricultural development and cotton in
downstream countries. 126 Downstream countries would compensate for the water by
providing energy for upstream countries, which lacked oil and gas. The system
functioned in Soviet Union, but after independence it required more international
coordination than the states were capable of performing.127
The water management issue is further complicated by increased irrigation downstream
and increased hydroelectricity production upstream.128 Water has become the scarce
commodity in CA due to its industrial overexploitation and significant inefficiencies in
economic development. This leads to conflicts between the countries where water
resources are located on one hand, and the ones where water is consumed on the other.
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129

Economic nationalism 130 that has emerged post-independence aggravates the

situation, as countries are mainly interested in their own economic development or
politically constrained from limiting their own projects.
As downstream countries want to develop their own industries, energy safety of
upstream countries is jeopardized. 131 As upstream countries increase hydro energy
production, water security and agriculture are increasingly threatened in downstream
countries. Need to maintain water infrastructure upstream requires investment, which
leads to arguments about compensation for upstream countries. Arguments about
historical injustices and structural factors are easily brought up. Contentious nature of
the resource is particularly problematic, as there are no efficient institutions to deal with
the competing interests. Instead, water use is subject to continuous bilateral negotiations
that can be used as leverage for other political goals. This situation has prevented an
efficient regional solution.
In theory, water management should provide grounds for cooperation. Current system is
an unsustainable basis for environmental governance, and represents a politically
dysfunctional consensus for coordinating resource exploitation. Intuitively, increased
regional cooperation seems necessary for achieving any sustainable future solution. In
practice, it has been insufficient to lead to genuine regional processes.
4.3.2. Shared security challenges
Beyond natural resources and energy security, CA states are vulnerable to a myriad of
other security problems.132 Security problems can be analysed as a complex, where
many factors influence each other and can promote larger conflicts. The aspect that
tends to be regarded with most interest in international cooperation and externally led
initiatives are non-traditional threats like terrorism and organized crime. CA hosts both
domestic and internationally networked criminal organizations, which have increased in
number and scope since 2001.
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The difficult post-independence transition and social problems it implied create a
breeding ground for versatile criminal activity. 133 Number of social grievances,
unemployment and lack of prospects for many create a discontent easily channelled by
organized crime and ideologically or religiously motivated groups, or opposition
movements considered as such. While terrorism in CA is mainly a domestic
phenomenon, its geographical location facilitates networks with international groups.
Particularly problematic is the border with Afghanistan, which implies a serious risk of
spill over.
Central Asia is also a major hub for drug trade, particularly due to its location next to
Afghanistan.134 Drug trade is seen as embedded with formal state structures. Fatima and
others go as far as discussing narcotics trade as a tool of state building.

135

Neopatrimonial networks would benefit from rents narcotics provide, while depriving
the opposition and Islamic movements from financing their activities with drug trade.
This makes narcotics a difficult area with which to work. While narcotics trade can
surely be construed as having a negative impact on the society, a serious counternarcotics crackdown could infringe many interests and lead to serious political and
social instability, particularly in unstable countries like Tajikistan.
Some countries of the region are dependent on migration and remittances.136 Networks
of migration create vulnerability to human trafficking, become easily embedded with
terrorist organizations, and can be exploited by organized crime. Lacking border
management is a security issue closely related to all other fields. Frontiers between
countries are extremely difficult to supervise, not only due to their geographic
characteristics, but also due to insufficiently paid and trained personnel.
While many of these security grievances can be construed as domestic issues, potential
spill over effects and border management create a regional and even interregional aspect
to security in Central Asia. Hence, security issues create a clear incentive for the states
to intensify their cooperation. External actors, who could potentially be harmed by
security threats emanating from Central Asia – or use such threats as an excuse to lead
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institutions – become stakeholders in integration. This makes security an interesting
framework for the following two chapters. Security cooperation constitutes one of the
most interesting frameworks for analysing CA regionalism, and will be further
discusses in concluding chapters.

4.4. Analysis of intraregional dynamics: nationalist globalism
Understanding the political elites in Central Asia is instrumental to understanding their
policy, regional relations and the constraints this constitutes for regional integration.
The position of the elites is at least partially attributable to the Soviet period and state
building processes. Power is concentrated to the executive branches in authoritarian and
clientelistic political systems. Elite attitudes towards regionalism are mostly negative,
yet partially ambivalent. The elites perceive little interest to promote deep regional
integration or emergence of regional cognitive interdependence. On the contrary,
increased deep regionalism can be even perceived as a threat to the elites.
Elite survival strategies consist of establishing nationalism as state ideology and
guarding jealously state sovereignty. This attempt to maintain elite power constitutes a
basis for a globalist foreign policy strategy and wariness of commitment to regional and
international political or economic organizations. The states are balancing their relations
between external partners like Russia, China, Turkey, Iran, South Asia and the west,
without committing to too deep strategic partnership with any single actor. They prefer
to deal on global market, outside restricting trade agreements. Nationalism has become
the informal state ideology. The political elites in all the five states legitimize their
existence with nationalistic rhetoric, further emphasizing the cultural differences
invented under Soviet era. This domestic policy development seriously undermines the
strong historical and cultural connections that would otherwise support integration.
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Image 5: Trends in regional trade. The graph demonstrates that despite the efforts invested in regional
integration projects since the fall of Soviet Union, regional trade in Central Asia has mostly stagnated,
and partially even contracted. Source: Mogilevskii, 2012

Beyond political systems and elite survival strategies, the Soviet period has contributed
to an industrial and economic structure, which provides little potential for regional
trade. Economic output is homogenous, consisting mostly of hydrocarbons and raw
materials. There is little potential for ASEAN-style manufacture specialization, which
might promote trade creating economic regionalism. On the contrary, increased regional
trade might even hurt some sectors.
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Image 6: Comparative advantages of CA countries. The graph demonstrates how non-differentiated
commodities dominate CA industries. Source: ADB 2014

On the other hand, CA region faces a number of shared grievances. Principal grievances
are management of natural resources – water in particular – and widely defined security.
These grievances include issues that require greater coordination, particularly in water
and border management. Particularly security constitutes a central policy issue for CA
states. Resolving these issues through ad hoc regional solutions might suit the elites, at
least when the solutions are not incompatible with state sovereignty. The CA states have
demonstrated capacity towards pragmatic and even opportunistic foreign policy, making
use of non-traditional security issues on bilateral, regional and multilateral basis.

5. Interregional dynamics
5.1. Hard security cooperation: Russia as a defender of old
spheres of influence
5.1.1. Re-asserting Russia as an international power
According to Cooley, Russia’s main long-term strategic interest in Central Asia is reasserting power over a region it considers its historical “backyard”. 137 Russia is
motivated to create new institutional frameworks to support its influence and allow it to
lead regional integration projects. Russia is the main hard security actor, has the
strongest soft power, and enjoys relatively high approval ratings due to its historical
connections. Progressive Russian policy has gained new momentum under Putin
administrations. 138 Current administration relies on hard rhetoric on the “southern
threat”, where CA is mainly perceived as an existential threat to be fought, rather than a
beneficial partnership to be nurtured.
Russia attempts to actively impose a geopolitical monopoly, to the extent this is
practically feasible.139 Currently it still seems to be working on a cohesive regional
strategy. Security concerns and state-owned hydrocarbon companies mostly shape its
concrete policy. Despite rhetorically assertive foreign policy, some engines of influence
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are relatively weak and work in problematic contexts. Russia risks falling on par with its
geopolitical competitors, at least in some aspects. While Russia may see itself as a
natural source of coordination, it faces resistance from the CA governments due to fears
of reviving USSR-like power structures. 140
Russia’s political influence and capacity to attract allies in the region is uneven and
constantly evolving.141 All Central Asian states are actively trying to diversify their
foreign policy options and alliances, a trend Moscow perceives as fundamentally antiRussian development. Kazakhstan is clearly the strongest Russian ally, whereas
relationship with Uzbekistan has become unpredictable and volatile. The weaker states
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are easier to coerce due to their relatively greater dependency
on Russia. Any problems aside, Russia still wields unparalleled soft power in the entire
region. In Laruelle’s words, due to its shared historical experiences Central Asia still
sees the world through Russian eyes.
I argue that Russia’s long-term interests and foreign policy choices make it
predominantly a promoter of “old” regionalism in Central Asia. Its policy is not simply
based on economic stakeholders, but on shared historical experiences and broad
domestic policy priorities. As will be discussed in chapter 6, this tendency is clearly
visible in Russian-led institutions, such as EEU, CSTO, and CIS, which clearly are
aimed at restricting policy alternatives of their smaller members and asserting Russian
leadership.
5.1.2. Nationalism and eurasianism
Laruelle discusses nationalism, and by extension the ideology of eurasianism, as
guiding ideological principles in reviving Russian influence in Central Asia. 142 In
Laruelle’s view, nationalism is a central element in Russia’s social consensus and Putin
administration’s national revival project since the year 2000. “Return to order” and the
return of Russia’s international standing dominates electoral field. This nationalism is
mixed with pragmatism and lacking financial resources to run CA like a colonial
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possession. In this context deepened military cooperation and trade liberalization are
more feasible steps to assert hegemonic power.
The ideology of eurasianism is not a monolithic, homogeneous line of thought.143
Eurasianism is a politico-philosophical current that views Russia not as a part of Europe
or Asia, but rather as a leader of civilizational entity of its own, a Turco-Slavic region
called Eurasia. The concept of Eurasia should in this context be understood to have a
very specific definition, very distinct from how Eurasia would be defined in geography.
Eurasia should be understood as a constructed cultural community under Russian
leadership. This school of thought is an important aspect of the search for Russian
identity, born originally in early 20th century out of academic circles that considered St
Petersburg and Moscow as too “European”. 144 Central Asia has not always been
included in this line of thought, but it has resurfaced as an important element of modern
definition of Eurasia and neo-eurasianism. Russian-led projects are legitimized with
rhetoric of cultural and historical community.
Currently the public opinion in Russian electorate seems to be mostly favourable, or at
worst neutral, towards “indirect” Russian leadership in Central Asia through regional
organizations.145 Nationalist currents are keen to see Russia regain its international
status, whereas even liberals see regional institutions as a potential source of reform in
governance in domestic politics. Simultaneously fears of increased migration from
Central Asia, increased crime and narcotics trade, and high financial burden limit
interest in a more direct control of the region. Russian-led institutional development and
maintenance of soft power are seen as a convenient compromise.
5.1.3. Short-term interests: safety and economy
Russia’s interests have also more concrete aspects.146 Principally the interests of the
state and large state-owned companies have been closely embedded. While many
industries view CA as a viable export market, particularly petroleum sector has become
an elementary part of Russian foreign policy. Raw material transit corridors are an
integral part of diplomacy and geopolitical games. Russian business sector is well
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established and set to expand further. Russia is, for the time being, the leading energy
actor in the region,147 even though it no longer holds a monopoly over the region, as
China has successfully penetrated the market. As a energy exporter Russia is not
interested in securing the resources for itself, but prefers control the routes to influence
transnational trade of energy resources.
Another important aspect of Russian involvement in CA is widely defined security
threats.148 Russia is the most important hard security actor, and the only one capable of
responding to threats with military instruments. It is concerned over issues of terrorism,
drug trade and violent conflict that might spill over to Russia. While Russia is not
interested in governance as such – and often on the contrary works to preserve
autocratic rule – state instability and potential failure in Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and
partially in Turkmenistan are considered genuine risks. It is active in bilateral, regional
and institutional military cooperation and maintaining military presence, with little to no
transparency.
Russia’s political, economic, security related, and strategic interests cannot be viewed
completely separate from each other.149 Solving short-term problems, deepening access
to markets, and dealing with raw materials are also closely connected to maintaining
and strengthening Russian presence, and containing geopolitical competitors. Military
cooperation in CSTO and SCO legitimizes continued presence of military bases.
Control of trade routes gives Russia greater leverage to prevent other players from
accessing regional energy markets.
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5.2. Investment and infrastructure: China’s “peaceful rise”
5.2.1. China’s interests in Central Asia
China is not a monolith, and there is significant heterogeneity in China’s internal
motivations to engage in CA.150 China’s involvement resembles to an extent that of the
US. It is mainly interested in sustaining and financing institutional infrastructure to gain
influence and increase its international standing. China’s interests are varied and have
developed quickly.151 At the moment China seems to lack the means and the will to
assume a significant leadership role in the region, replacing Russia. This is not to say
that it might not want to do so in the future. CA is obviously an opportunity to increase
China’s global standing as a part of the increasingly open foreign policy that has gained
momentum under Xi Jinping.152 Foreign involvement has also many domestic and
economic motivations. It is a way to channel overcapacity of production and avoid
economic stagnation. It is also an opportunity for Chinese business to access foreign
markets and increase their income.
China also views CA through the lens of security.153 Instability in China’s near abroad
is perceived to threaten China’s domestic policy and hegemonic ambitions. China’s
security policy in Central Asia revolves around the Three Evils of extremism, terrorism
and separatism, a central tenet of China’s domestic policy and national security strategy.
Beijing is also wary of Islamic terrorism and connections between Xingjian and CA.
Xingjian province and its host of problems related to ethnic relations are already seen as
a source of headache, where spill over might contribute to escalation of conflict in
China.
As an emerging industrial giant, China is an acutely energy-starved nation, with little to
no domestic sources of energy.154 Central Asia is a host of significant oil and gas
reserves, particularly in Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Central Asia is also
considered in Beijing as a less volatile and safer source of hydrocarbons than Middle
East and Russia due to the relatively stable political regimes in most countries and its
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convenient location. 155 While not the most important region for Chinese foreign policy,
CA is in any case regarded an adequate option to diversify energy imports and
guarantee energy security. Principal problem for energy imports are lacking transport
capacity from Central Asia to China.
5.2.2. Rising influence
China’s influence in CA has been increasing steadily since Soviet collapse.156 While CA
may not be a top policy priority for China, the region is in any case viewed as a useful
part of China’s greater ambitions. China’s rise has been characterized by extraordinary
pragmatism and prudence. It has been calm and gradual in its ambition, careful not to
upset status quo and openly confront competing interests, Russia in particular.157 At
least in rhetoric, Sino-Russian relationship is very cordial, despite any de facto
competition. China has concentrated on aspects viewed as politically neutral, becoming
the leading trading and investment partner for the five states, surpassing Russia and
Europe in process. 158 It has also very willingly cooperated with its geopolitical
competitors, even the US and Turkey.159
China is formally committed to the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence, its
principal foreign policy tool since 1950’s. 160 China has actively exploited its position as
a developing country, positing itself as a fundamentally different partner compared to
the west and established multilateral development organizations. Rhetorically it aims to
calm its partners with discourses on equal partnerships and mutual cooperation. It
actively promotes a new and different development model.161 The core of Chinese
foreign policy is forming non-conditional partnerships. 162 China does not impose
political requirements on cooperation, which is presented as technical and neutral.
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Reactions to China’s increased influence and foreign policy strategies have been
ambivalent.163 Versatile foreign policy, the lack of political conditions, and the win-win
arrangements have gained Chinese expansion relative political support. 164 Many
governments welcome the opportunity to diversify their foreign policy partnerships.
Simultaneously, there is notable concern over potential hegemonic ambitions China
might harbour on the long term. The most vocal resistance to Chinese expansion has so
far not arisen from the elites, however, but from the grassroots level. Local populations
have tended to be wary of Chinese migration, unemployment, and lack of respect,
which has led to increasing sinophobia on the field.
5.2.3. Chinese economic involvement and OBOR
China’s One Belt, One Road investment project is also highly relevant for Central
Asia.165 OBOR is a massive investment project, aimed at creating global transport links
connecting China to most parts of Eurasian and African continents through a myriad of
land and sea routes.166 More specifically, it is the total of many separate infrastructure
projects whose value together is estimated between 800 billion and one trillion dollars.
This massive infrastructure project was announced in 2013, pledging forty billion
dollars to the development of Central Asia through Asian Infrastructure Bank, BRICS
development fund, and other mechanisms. 167 The project binds China’s immediate
neighbours into its policy, creates new transit routes and, first and foremost, bolsters
China’s global economic and political standing.
Views over the project in Central Asia are ambivalent. OBOR can effectively respond
to the acute infrastructure deficit that plagues Central Asian economic development. 168
On the other hand, such massive project is expected to lead to governance problems.
China’s rising influence is also viewed with growing reservation.169 OBOR is clearly
interpreted as a sign of growing assertiveness of Chinese policy under Xi Jinping. While
China is obviously interested in security issues as well, OBOR brings the policy focus
very clearly to economy and trade.
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5.3. Cultural connections: Turkey, Iran, and South Asia
5.3.1. Turkey
Turkish policy in CA after Soviet collapse has evolved from initial optimist to more
pragmatic projects.170 In the 1990’s Turkish policy was defined by great optimism due
to cultural, ethnic and linguistic connections with Central Asia. Great ambitions of
cultural leadership of the “gigantic Turkic world” and “Turkish model of development”
emerged as policy goals. Ankara saw itself as a natural regional leader, and as a bridge
between east and west. Turkey played the cultural card very prominently.171 Most of CA
states share strong cultural ties with Turkey, and most local languages are closely
related to Turkish. They also share the same branch of Sunni Islam.172 Turkish foreign
policy was – and to an extent still is – partially guided by religious aspects, with the
Directorate of religious affairs (or Diyanet) playing a prominent role in politics.
Ankara’s initial optimism was short-lived.173 Pan-Turkism failed to emerge as a viable
political tool due to limited interest in CA.174 Most states opposed the role of an external
“tutor” Turkey craved. Neither were Turkey’s financial resources and political influence
enough to support a leading role. Its influence is not only limited, but also uneven.
Turkey’s relationship with the strategically important Uzbekistan is particularly
unpredictable. CA governments’ negative views of Islam as a social force and Turkey’s
religious foreign policy were hardly compatible.
Turkey can be viewed as a “second tier power”, a force that has impact in the global
arena, but cannot fully compete with the economic impact of BRICS states.175 However,
Turkey is set to increase its influence and demonstrate power as an actor on its own, not
simply as an extension of the western sphere of influence. It sees its policy in CA
principally as being in competition with Iran, while it actively builds relations to
Russian and China. Turkey’s regional policy has become significantly more pragmatic,
with increasing focus on trade and expanding cooperation. 176 Turkey also participates
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on regional fora like Shanghai Cooperation Organization and Economic Cooperation
Organization. Despite waning optimism, Turkey remains an active and important
stakeholder in CA.177
5.3.2. Iran
Iran’s stake in Central Asia resembles to an extent that of Pakistan.178 It is concerned
with deepening its relations with Russia and China, and simultaneously proofing itself
against the US. It is partially in rivalry with Turkey that has closest cultural ties with
most states in the region. Regionalism more generally is a significant element of Iran’s
foreign policy.179 Maleki argues that Iran’s oil wealth has contributed to a political
mentality where regionalism is promoted and Iran itself is seen as a natural leader to
such initiatives. It is reaching for a more important leadership role, yet is pragmatic
enough to recognize the strong competition it faces. Also Iran legitimizes its presence
and influence in Central Asia on cultural ties. 180 It nurtures the notion of a common
Aryan home, and wishes to forge ties based on the shared heritage of Persian Empire
and Islam.
Not unlike Turkey, even Iran has come to prioritize pragmatism and economic selfinterest over ideological crusades. 181 It has shown surprising restraint in foreign policy
rhetoric, being mostly interested in “neutral” policy areas, such as increasing trade and
developing necessary infrastructure. It cooperates in the region both bilaterally and
multilaterally, particularly through the Economic Cooperation Organization, which it
considers its own project. Iran also wishes to expand its economic base, courting
European business as well. It is also an important aspect of China’s OBOR programme,
where it wants to posit itself as a bridge between regions.
Despite its political pragmatism, Iran’s involvement is still permeated by politics.182 It is
in a process to reconnect with new areas after Soviet collapse. In CA, Iran still has to
emerge as the kind of regional powerhouse it is in Middle East. But at the same time,
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increasingly fractioned Middle East motivates it to concentrate efforts increasingly in
Central Asia. Its relations to other regional geopolitical actors are ambivalent. 183
Formally it maintains friendly relations with Russia, but there are also opportunities for
increasing competition. It competes actively with Turkey for influence in its
neighbourhood.
5.3.3. India & Pakistan
Both India and Pakistan are relatively marginal actors in Central Asia, particularly due
to the rupture of connections caused by Russian and British imperial competition in the
19th century.184 They have, however, become increasingly interested in re-connecting
with Central Asia. While their influence remains marginal, they are relevant actors for
this analysis due to their recent acceptance to the Shanghai Cooperation Organization as
full members.185
Pakistan claims cultural ties as basis of cooperation.186 It is increasingly involved in
institutional integration initiatives like ECO and SCO. Pakistan sees itself as a natural
gateway to Indian Ocean, and has been working particularly hard on its relations with
Afghanistan.187 It is also interested in infrastructure and trade relations with Iran as a
part of larger institutional setting. On the other hand, both Central Asian states and their
western partners are concerned about Pakistan’s relations to organizations like Taliban,
which serves to inhibit Pakistan’s foreign policy ambitions. Indo-Pakistani conflict is a
source of instability per se, with potential spill over effects on institutions where they
are members.
India plays the cultural and historical connection card as well.188 New Delhi argues that
prior to Soviet Union social engineering, Mughal Empire was a major connecting force
between South Asia and Central Asia. India has only become active on the CA arena
very recently.189 It formulated its Central Asia Connect strategy only in 2012, and has
been active since then in the context of BRICS and SCO supporting economic
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integration processes. India has direct interest in preserving its own energy security
through imports from CA.190 It is also interested in the potential export market, and
exploitation of CA in its foreign policy. Increased presence in CA is perceived as an
additional source of leverage in its Pakistan policy. Its relations to both Russia and
China are at least partially problematic. India is a close US ally, and its interests are
partially contradictory with those of China. For the time being India’s regional
involvement is rather limited.

5.4. The West: US, EU, NATO, and OSCE
European Union and Europe in general is relatively new and small actor in Central Asia,
particularly from the perspective of integration and institutional development.191 EU
devised its regional strategy in 2007 and has updated it once since then. EU has been
increasing its involvement, as a part of a larger strategy of becoming a global actor
beyond its neighbourhood program. 192 This development is expected to continue,
considering the increased authority granted to EU institutions by the Lisbon treaty. EU
does have concrete interests in the region beyond vague values: security problems in
CA are perceived as a potential threat to Europe as well. Many European countries are
also highly dependent on energy imports from Central Asia.
EU is particularly active in “soft” aspects of social and security development.193 There
is a strong focus on human rights and governances, i.e. areas that are perceived as
highly sensitive by local governments. EU can be seen as successful in creating
institutions, but their impact is very limited due to disparity between limited available
resources and excessively ambitious policy goals. Central Asia is still relatively
insignificant priority for most European countries, and thus EU approach to CA is
somewhat lacking in leverage and resources.194 There is also limited cohesion in EU’s
strategy, with limited resources being divided wide and thin. Despite this, EU is
gradually taking over the US as the most significant western actor. European Union
approach is limited to more traditional development cooperation, poverty reduction, and
sustainable development. While widely defined security is a priority and OSCE is active
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in the region, EU does not engage in military cooperation. EU’s approach to Central
Asia seems to be becoming increasingly bilateral. 195 Region-based strategies are
perceived as difficult to implement and excessively complicated in a results-oriented
management framework.

While EU has concentrated on non-military cooperation, military issues have dominated
United States approach to Central Asia.196 Central Asia has been increasingly analysed
through the lense of security problems, particularly post-9/11. In current context CA
involvement revolves predominantly around Afghanistan and counter-terrorism, while
trade and social development has been ignored. US impact has been relatively limited,
as it lacks ideological and political leverage. There are also doubts as to the long-term
reliability of the US as a strategic partner. Subsequently, it is relatively difficult for the
US to “compete” with tools of diplomacy and trade against China and Russia.197 Central
Asia is perceived as a difficult region for private sector to penetrate, which further
reduces will to engage.
Currently, The US is interested in the region particularly due to its geostrategic location
and proximity to regions relevant to its war on terror.198 Generally, the US involvement
has been interpreted as part of a larger attempt to expand ideological hegemony.
Specifically, it can be analysed as an attempt to contain Russia, China and Iran,
countries increasingly perceived as geopolitical rivals. The US has no real need of
Caspian energy resources, and CA per se is not really a significant priority for the US
beyond security and geopolitical competition.199
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5.5. Analysis of interregional dynamics: “Heartland of the
world politics”
It has become very common to discuss Central Asian regionalism through a principally
neorealist geopolitical framework. It has also become quite common to refer to clichés
like a “New Great Game” 200 to describe a geopolitical competition over energy
resources, control of strategic transport routes, and a position as a regional leader. As
Safiullin expresses it, Central Asian regionalism goes far beyond the region itself.201
The process of regionalization in CA cannot be understood in a vacuum. As a group of
relatively small states, characterized by lack of financial resources, unstable social
systems and a highly strategic geographic location, the processes of integration should
be understood in a significantly larger context of global politics and competition.202 For
instance Cooley discusses regional integration initiatives from the perspective of
geopolitics and containing competing interests,203 and Emerson sees competition over
energy resources as a foundational factor of international politics and the Central Asian
integration by extension.
Central Asia does have at least some relevance for its neighbours and overseas partners,
both in terms of domestic and foreign policy. For instance Chinese interest can be
attributed to a significant extent to its globalist foreign policy strategy in general and
OBOR in particular. Russian and Turkish involvements have significant domestic
policy components, relating to the trends of nationalism-eurasianism and pan-Turkism.
Many actors are interested in security, trade, and energy transit routes. Despite the
predominantly centrifugal forces described in chapter 4, many significant state actors
have keen interest in Central Asia, and are willing to exploiting regional integration
schemes to meet their goals.
The interregional dynamics described in this chapter and the intraregional dynamics
discussed in chapter 4 exist in a complex relationship. To an extent, the interests of the
external partners listed below are contradictory, creating potential for hegemonic
competition within CA. The hegemonic interests can also be perceived as contradictory
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to the interests of the CA states, as increased external leadership within regional
initiatives can reduce state sovereignty and elite power. But in some individual fields of
cooperation the interests of external sponsors and CA states can even meet to some
extent. This holds particularly true for non-traditional security threats, which constitutes
a core component of CA policy and externally led integration initiatives.

6. Lack of common vision: Formal institutions
6.1. Low-impact initiatives
6.1.1. Commonwealth of Independent States CIS
Commonwealth of Independent States included originally the entire Soviet space,
except the Baltics.204 It was designed to oversee and manage the collapse of the Soviet
Union, making it span significantly beyond CA.205 It was never meant to be a tool of
integration, and has unsurprisingly failed as such. It still remains in existence, but it has
been de facto replaced by bilateral cooperation between members, or more relevant and
better-designed institutions, such as EEU or CSTO.

Its membership overlaps

significantly with CSTO and SCO, and its members have significantly differing visions
and interest for the organization to remain cohesive.206 It suffers from fundamental
inefficiency and complete inability to respond to modern-day challenges.207 Even its
clear leader state, Russia, seems to have placed its ambitions to CSTO and EEU instead
of the obsolete CIS.
6.1.2. Central Asian Cooperation Organization CACO
The Central Asian Cooperation Organization was founded originally in 1994. 208209 Its
founding members were Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Kyrgyzstan. It later joined by
Tajikistan. It was thus one of the few regional cooperation organization founded entirely
locally. It was an essentially unsuccessful grouping due to significant divergences
between its members’ visions and priorities. Its actions were limited to political
declarations with little to no genuine impact. It was founded to facilitate widely defined
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cooperation in politics, economy, culture and scientific research. Russia joined the
organization in 2004, and it was subsequently after assimilated to EEU.
6.1.3. Interstate Commission for Water Coordination ICWC
ICWC is an organization that brings together the leading water officials from each CA
state.210 It includes all five states, and no external members. Founded in 1992, it was
meant to coordinate use of water resources after the collapse of the Soviet Union. It
faces the challenging task of coordinating the use of a natural recourse over which each
participating state has full sovereignty of use in its own territory. This makes it a weak
organization, as it lacks any meaningful way of addressing conflicts over water.211
ICWC has served as a basis for ad hoc regional dialogue and subsequent treaties on
water use. However, none of these agreements constitutes binding international law. As
such, their impact is non-existent. Neither ICWC nor any other water management
initiative has been able to replace the obsolete Soviet rules that are unable to coordinate
cooperation between sovereign states212.
6.1.4. Western actors
I have concentrated only very briefly on western actors in this thesis. Western actors do
have a somewhat significant role in Central Asia. They have notable direct and indirect
interests in the area, spanning from security and political influence to trade
opportunities and control of natural resources. But despite this, they have little
relevance for regional integration. 213 NATO and OSCE are the most important
framework for western intervention, and both seem to lack particular interest in
developing regional ties, let alone in actually contributing to regional schemes. 214215
Even the European flagship initiative, the Border Management Programme in Central
Asia BOMCA, a regional initiative to facilitate border management, is an insignificant
element in terms of funding and potential impact.216 Majority of EU funds are directed
to bilateral, targeted programs. The trend of bilateralism in European policy strategy is
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only likely to strengthen in the future, as regional approaches are increasingly viewed as
contradictory to transparent, results-oriented cooperation.

6.2. Development banks
6.2.1. Asian Development Bank and CAREC
Asian Development Bank (ADB) has established itself as a broker and coordinator of
regional integration projects in Asia. 217 As such, it concentrates on commercial
relations, investment, institution building, and capacity building. ADB’s work is
currently guided by the 2020 strategy of cooperation, where regional integration is
among main strategic goals. Compared to many integration projects and actors reviewed
in this thesis, ADB is relatively transparent and results-oriented in its operations. In CA,
the bank is particularly interested in industrial infrastructure.218 Infrastructure is a main
pillar in its export led growth strategy, and is expected to increase manufacture
competitiveness, flow of goods, and allocation efficiency.
CAREC is the specific ADB program aimed at facilitating Central Asian economic
integration.219 It is backed strongly by China, and works in cooperation with a large
number of established multilateral development organizations. It is oriented towards
infrastructure and transport corridor issues, though its focus has broadened to address
investment and other trade-related issues.220 It brings together a relatively large array of
institutional partners, China being the single most important investor. Some three
fourths of financing are devoted to developing transport in order to compensate for high
transaction costs and difficult terrain. 221
CAREC stands out from previous institutions in that it is not an integration project per
se, but rather a project aimed at facilitating integration. 222 It is aimed to a limited
numbers of technical fields of action, with heavy focus on industrial infrastructure and
transport corridors to reduce transit costs. This perceived political neutrality could be
seen as an asset. Associations with ADB are not necessarily seen as strong political
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commitments. It is also very transparent and results-oriented, compared to the often
politically motivated and opaque institutional points of comparison. On the other hand,
CAREC lacks the support of some important donors, Russia in particular. Its successes
so far have been limited to trade and facilitating bilateral cooperation rather than
enabling genuine regional action. Participation and funding has been to an extent
sporadic. It has proven challenging to address politically difficult but necessary issues, a
problem shared by all the institutions. Local ownership is another challenge.223
6.2.2. Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank AIIB
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank has been operating since 2015. 224 As opposed to
ADB, it is not perceived to be as neutral, particularly among western commentators.
China dominates the organization in terms of contributions and voting power. Its HQ is
in China, and its president is Chinese. Kawai describes the bank in terms of Chinese
policy goals. It is a multilateral development bank, established to finance infrastructure
and other development goals. It addresses thus the massive deficit of industrial
infrastructure in Asia. As the organization is rather young, it is still searching its
overarching strategy. The focus on infrastructure makes it at least partially similar in
scope with ADB. Focus on infrastructure and transport corridors in land-locked Central
Asia gives it relevance in terms of integration, as it can be construed as facilitating
regional trade.

6.3. Economic Cooperation Organization ECO
ECO is the successor to Regional Cooperation for Development or RCD between Iran,
Turkey and Pakistan.225 Furthermore, its current members include all the five Central
Asian states, Azerbaijan and Afghanistan. This makes it the only significant regional
integration institution to include all the five states as its members, even the formally
“neutral” Turkmenistan. It is formally a trade and investment-promoting group, though
its internally asymmetrical power relations contribute to decreased business activity.
Despite shortcomings in trade promotion, it has proven to be a relevant forum of
discussion.226
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The organization enjoys benefits of partial cultural homogeneity, which could in theory
be used for creation of common identity within the organization.227 ECO has attempted
to promote sense of unity through pan-Islamism, despite differences in religious
doctrine and competing aspirations for regional leadership. Focus has been kept on
issues perceived as politically neutral, like telecommunications, transport, energy
transit, and agriculture. Pace of integration has been moderate, so as not to cause
antipathies. The organization deals extensively with outside partners, such as UN and
WTO.
Simultaneously, there are several sources of potential conflict that should not be
overlooked.228 There are divided views as to Caspian Sea and how its resources should
be divided. Relations to the US, accusations of using the ECO for political goals, and
perceived lack of commitment have created tensions. Iran has been the most vocal
promoter of the organization, seeing itself as a hub of cooperation. Turkey, on the other
hand, has traditionally cooperated extensively with the EU and NATO, which has
caused disagreements with Iran.
Intuitively, this cultural homogeneity would seem to make ECO the most viable
constructor of a regional identity based on religious identities. This gives ECO a very
special place in this thesis, as other organizations operate mostly as political coalitions
or technical facilitators of cooperation. But the very limited success of cultural
leadership achieved by the most important members of ECO, Turkey and Iran, would
indicate that Islam has not been a particularly useful tool for identity politics regionally.
This could have several potential reasons described in the previous two chapters, such
as competition between Iran and Turkey, fears of CA political elites that religious
identities might threaten their rule, or simple unwillingness to accept any regional
identities that might undermine national identities.
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6.4. Collective Security Treaty Organization CSTO
6.4.1. Russian domination
Collective Security Treaty Organization was founded in its current form in 2002, based
on the previous Collective Security Treaty from 1992.229 It is a military alliance with
very strong Russian leadership, sometimes interpreted to counterbalance SCO and
Chinese influence.230 It is colloquially referred to as “Russian NATO” due to Russia’s
ambition to create a professional military organization and gain greater international
recognition for it. It deals with peacekeeping, crisis response, and technical training. Its
agenda is increasing at it can be said to have already reached some concrete results.231
In some aspects, CSTO already resembles NATO in its structure and actions.232 It deals
with external and non-traditional security threats, such as terrorism and counternarcotics. But it has little ability to counter internal security threats. This became
particularly evident when ethnic violence emerged in Kyrgyzstan in 2010, a situation
CSTO was unable to resolve due Kyrgyzstan’s own opposition. With Russia as its only
major member, it is a project clearly dominated by Moscow. 233 Cynical commentators
see it principally as a tool for Russia to legitimize continued military presence in now
independent neighbours. 234 It is a relatively closed organization, characterized by oldfashioned Cold War thinking and containing western influence. Thus it has limited
contact with other multilateral organizations.
6.4.2. Internal dynamics
CSTO is partially weakened by the same wariness of a single regional hegemon and
perceived Russian unilateralism, which is problematic also with EEU, or Russian-led
organizations more generally.235 Many members have failed to endorse Russia’s foreign
military interventions in Georgia and Ukraine. 236 Particularly the latter has been
perceived as a worrying precedent by CA states, demonstrating that Russia is not averse
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to apply military needs and even annex territories when conflicts arise. This has
increased particular fears in Kazakhstan, with the largest Russian minority in Central
Asia. The lack of internal jurisdiction for the organization has ambivalent impact.237
CSTO has proven unable to intervene in internal issues. This makes inter-state conflicts
within the organization highly difficult to handle. This, in turn, can create negative
perceptions and lack of trust in the institution. The organization is highly dependent on
Russian patronage, and Russia’s financial resources are finite.
Beyond occasionally lacking support for Russian military policies, the organization
lacks common strategy more generally.238 Individual member states retain sovereignty
over their defence and foreign policies, and do not systematically represent unified
stances on international issues. Uzbekistan is particularly problematic for the
organization due to its volatile commitment. Kazakhstan is formally strongly committed
to support CSTO, but de Haas still argues that Astana would like to keep its options
open. The politically unstable countries Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan are most dependent
on Russian security cooperation, and are thus the least problematic members for
Moscow.
The occasions when CSTO members have failed to stand behind Russia’s foreign policy
enforcements can be interpreted as symptomatic of problematic internal dynamics.
Russia is motivated to intensify cooperation, whereas smaller members feel threatened
and attempt to maintain status quo. Thus the organization has failed to form unified
policies and act as an autonomous actor in regional defence issues. Literature describes
smaller members wary of Russia’s closed, old-fashioned regionalism as it is embodied
in CSTO. This kind of regionalism is in clear conflict with Central Asian states’
globalist foreign policy agenda.
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6.5. Eurasian Economic Union EEU
6.5.1. The organization
The integration process that culminated in Eurasian Economic Union began in the
1990’s based on Kazakhstan’s initiative.

239

It gained momentum under Putin’s

presidency as a step towards the potential Eurasian Union. Its founding members were
Kazakhstan, Russia and Belarus. Kyrgyzstan and Armenia joined soon after. Tajikistan
is a potential future member. The institutional structure of EEU is at least partially
inspired by the European Union. In a way it competes with EU’s Eastern Partnership. It
has focused on removing internal tariffs and barriers of trade between its members, and
imposing common tariffs on external trade. EEU is an ambitious project, set to become
on par with EU, NAFTA or ASEAN.240 Though formally technical, it is driven by
Russia’s foreign policy agenda, and has strong political dimensions.241
EEU is by far the most successful initiative aimed at integrating the post-Soviet space
under Russian leadership.242 It is the relatively institutionally strongest initiative in
Central Asia, though in comparison to EU its structure is hierarchical and its decisionmaking mechanism is non-coherent. It has clearly defined organs and specialized
staff243. The decisions made within it are binding for its members. On the other hand,
the organization lacks mechanisms for dispute resolution and sanctions. EEU still relies
on unanimity as a basis of decisions, which will complicate future cooperation as the
organization expands.244
At the moment, EEU has produced relatively modest impact, though the organization’s
impact is difficult to assess in current context.245 Since the founding of the organization,
its internal trade has actually contracted. But this is partially misleading, as increases
and decreases of trade have correlated with broader macroeconomic trends. EEU has
successfully reduced internal tariffs, but non-tariff barriers have mostly remained. New
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external tariffs are relatively high, though they are expected to be reduced gradually as
Russia fulfils its WTO obligations.
EEU is meant to create an economic space with the “four freedoms”, i.e. free movement
of goods, services, capital and labour.246 While substantial progress has been made in
trade facilitation in general, increasing non-tariff barriers have reduced any possible
gains. While cross-border trade and bureaucracy have been reduced, standards and
technical requirements have prevented creation of benefits. Russia’s WTO membership
is expected to increase benefits of the union in the future. Particularly interesting is the
free movement of labour, which benefits small members like Kyrgyzstan that are
dependent on remittances.
6.5.2. Internal dynamics
Despite strong institutions and rhetorical declarations to the contrary, EEU remains
relatively fragmented organization internally.247 Its aggressive expansion will make its
member base more heterogeneous, which is likely to increase problems of decisionmaking and increase lack of cohesion in a tightly structured organization. Its agenda is
more concentrated on politics than trade, which can accentuate differences of opinion.
Sino-Russian competition may prevent complementarity between EEU and SCO.
Internally, the organization is characterized by divergent views as to strategic goals248,
particularly between Russia and the smaller members. There are significant internal
arguments over perceived distribution of short-term costs and benefits. 249 Despite
formal commitment, heads of state have resorted to petty arguments. Kyrgyzstan is
concerned of its import sector, Kazakhstan worries about its excessive payments, and
original members feel that new arrivals are able to negotiate unfairly lucrative
conditions.
Smaller members have actively promoted economic aspects of the union to stall
Russia’s perceived political ambitions. 250 Small members, Kazakhstan in particular, are
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keen to maintain EEU a politically neutral, trade-oriented institution.251 Other members
may dislike the idea of EEU becoming a closed anti-western bloc, and are wary of
Russian ambitions of dominance and perceived unilateralism. Many member states have
failed to support Russia’s aggressive foreign policy manoeuvres in Georgia and
Ukraine. Heads of state prefer to resolve issues bilaterally than through shared
institutions. Support for the organization has tended to be volatile and mostly based on
short-term gains than long-term strategic goals.
Beyond political issues, smaller members find the new tariff regime uncomfortable. 252
Most small members trade principally with non-member states. Most CA states are raw
material exporters, who benefit from access to European and Chinese markets.
Kyrgyzstan has traditionally enjoyed from its position as a hub for Chinese export
goods. Hence internal trade facilitation cannot compensate for the losses caused by high
external tariffs.253 All in all, the tariff regime is perceived as a transfer of wealth from
small members to Russia that has now expanded its own export market. Small members
are also discontent over increased technical standards and the continued use of obsolete
Soviet era regulations to administer them.
For Russia, EEU seems to be a significant tool in its modern day power game.254 It is a
pet project for the Putin administration, and its continuation depends completely on
Russia’s commitment. Russia is committed to expand the organization through carrot
and stick. 255 It offers significant investments and compensations to attract new
members, but has not shied away from using political pressure. Russia used
Kyrgyzstan’s dependency on migration and remittances as a significant leverage in
membership negotiations, de facto pressuring Kyrgyzstan to join despite economic
disadvantages the organization implies. This kind of conflict between member states’
interests is not completely dissimilar from that are present in the other significant
Russian-led organization, CSTO. This attempt to contain Russian influence is
symptomatic of a conflict between policy priorities.
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6.6. Shanghai Cooperation Organization SCO
6.6.1. Strong forum, weak institution
The current Shanghai Cooperation Organization was based on the Shanghai 5 group that
was founded in 1996 to moderate border conflicts after Soviet collapse.256 It was
institutionalized into its current form in 2001, and simultaneously its scope of action
was significantly broadened. The organization is generally viewed as a relatively
successful initiative, particularly in its capacity to promote dialogue and offer an
institutional context for bilateral action. It is also lauded for the voice it provides for its
smaller members, however small this might be. It is also the only initiative that includes
both China and Russia, contributing to their diplomatic and trade relations. It includes
Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Russia, China, Pakistan, and India as
its full members.257
The agenda of SCO is very broad, dealing with issues related to security, terrorism,
trade, investment and cultural cooperation. 258 It has been particularly efficient in
security and antiterrorism related cooperation. 259 Its Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure
(RATS) is often considered its most important organ. While security issues have
contributed most to the organization, its focus on cultural cooperation is relatively new
and less successful.
Possibly the best characterization of SCO is a hub for coordination.260 There is a clear
focus on facilitating dialogue and building trust.261 In this aspect SCO charter has been
designed in line with Chinese policy values of non-intervention and mutual respect. It
has proved successful in facilitating relations between its member states on bilateral
basis and promoting mutual trust. As it was designed as a forum of discussion, not so
much an autonomous supranational organization with strong institutions, it is
structurally relatively weak organization. 262 It lacks a clear, long-term strategy of
development. It has no real authority over its members, and cannot enforce decisions.
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Its focus is very clearly on preserving status quo not interfering in internal affairs of its
members. It also lacks many institutional tools, like dispute resolution mechanisms.263
I argue that the large size of the organization, lack of clear leader, its open structure, and
relatively high commitment of its members make Shanghai Cooperation Organization
the most influential integration initiative discussed in this thesis. Its weak institutional
structure, while discussed here in somewhat negative light, may in fact constitute a
strength for the organization. It also constitutes one of the most interesting analytical
aspects of the organization. The weak and flexible SCO is at least partially compatible
with the principles of open regionalism. While it may not be able to promote regional
identities or deep integration, its open structure may be attractive for its smaller
members, when considering their foreign policy strategies discussed in chapter 4.
6.6.2. Internal dynamics
SCO is not considered internally cohesive enough to allow deep integration.264 Despite
the fact that SCO is lauded for providing even its smaller members with increased
agency, its internal power relations are asymmetric and problematic. SCO has not
overcome internal bickering and conflicts between perceived national interest and
common good. 265 This depends on a number of factors including intraregional
dynamics, Sino-Russian competition and local competition for leadership, particularly
between Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.
Sino-Russian competition constitutes a unique challenge for SCO.266 SCO is the only
institution to include both China and Russia as its members. Two major players make
the organization stronger, but also less internally cohesive. SCO is often analysed as a
fundamentally Chinese-led initiative, an opponent to Russian-led initiatives like CSTO
and Eurasian Economic Union.267 But this is not the entire picture. In a way China and
Russia contain each other, preventing a single country from dominating the institution.
This lack of a clear leader is also why some smaller members prefer SCO to other, more
limited initiatives.
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The members of the organization have significantly different motives to cooperate
within SCO, and different views on how the organization should develop.268 Some
members are interested to use SCO for trade facilitation, others would prefer increased
security cooperation, and particularly the small members see it as a tool for diversifying
foreign policy alternatives. This is particularly visible between China and Russia:269
Russia is particularly interested to expand security aspect, while China prefers to
concentrate on trade. Russia has tried to promote closer ties between SCO and CSTO,
whereas China would like to keep this connection as limited as possible.
Russia would also prefer to challenge western actors more vocally270, while China and
the CA states would prefer a more prudent foreign policy. China is interested in
developing its ambitious foreign policy schemes under the SCO umbrella, as it is the
only initiative to have China as its member. 271 But even China uses the organization
mostly as a facilitator of bilateral ties. Development of trade on a regional or
multilateral basis has lagged, at least partially due to Chinese bilateralism and Russian
disinterest in SCO-based trade facilitation.
Despite talks of “Shanghai spirit”, the heterogeneous can hardly provide a shared
regional identity. The organization is large and internally heterogeneous, with differing
values and objectives. As there is internal competition and mutual suspicion, formation
of genuine Shanghai spirit seems unlikely. In terms of coalition building, however, the
large number of external members and lack of clear leader make it more attractive for
the five states. This partial neutrality can be a source of strength for the organization. A
heterogeneous organization is obviously not representative of a “region”; but on the
other hand, this may be an optimal mode of enhanced cooperation for its Central Asian
members, so afraid of being tied to any one hegemon.
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6.6.3. Expansion
The Shanghai Cooperation Organization made the decision to include India and
Pakistan as full members in 2015, the new membership beginning in 2017.272 India and
Pakistan were elevated to full members from observer status, while other potential
future members, Iran and Mongolia, remained with their observer status for the time
being. The expansion of the organization and its impact is a difficult question to
analyse.273 A larger organization will also have a larger pool of resources and more
stable international standing.
A more heterogeneous base of members will also further dilute the hegemony any
single member could have.274 A larger organization will also become more internally
heterogeneous, which may dilute the agenda and make the decision making process
more complicated, particularly when institutional framework for decisions is weak. Iran
will unlikely be granted full membership in current context, as this would likely be
interpreted as an anti-western stance275. Many members, China in particular, are not
willing to promote this development. Mongolia is the most feasible next candidate, as it
is not considered biased in high-profile international conflicts.276
At the moment the impact of Indo-Pakistani membership is open to speculation. It can
potentially mediate the great power competition inside the organization, and make the
focus of the organization more regional. It might contribute to a thaw in Indo-Pakistani
conflict,277 or make the conflict spill over to SCO fora, potentially contributing to
formation of internal alliances and undermining the already questionable cohesion.
Indian and Pakistan integration could contribute to a wider network of transport routers
and a greater level of trade facilitation.278
Increasing size and heterogeneity of SCO can be a positive sign, when considered in the
framework of open regionalism and foreign policy diversification. I argue that SCO is
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so successful at least partially due to its size and heterogeneity. While the membership
of many large countries with differing goals makes decision-making potentially more
complex, it also contributes exactly to the factors that make SCO so attractive to its
small members. It further erodes the leadership monopoly of Russia and China,
allowing the five states to balance between external powers. This trend should
contribute directly to the globalist policy goals of the five states, and help them
diversify their options.

6.7. Analysis of institutional infrastructure: Divergent
identities, common interests
6.7.1. Weak commitment in superficial institutions
The limited success or regional integration and regionalism are clearly visible in the
institutional infrastructure that has emerged during the last decades. Organizations are
generally weak and overlapping in their jurisdiction.279 It is telling of the Central Asian
states’ foreign policy priorities that all the viable groupings, such as SCO, EEU, CSTO,
and ECO, are built around strong external leaders, like Russia and China, whose needs
clearly dominate the policy agenda. The institutions are best characterized as spaghetti
bowl regionalism, where organizations enjoy little and inconsistent commitment and
funding, lack of transparency, and little private and civil society commitment.280 The
organizations do little to support the emergence of genuinely regional identities or
“Central Asian organizations: 281 as these institutions are more often than not based
around strong external leaders, such as Russia or China, they become fundamentally
“non-Central Asian”.
Another common characteristic for most organization is that they are not significant as
autonomous administrative units. Rather, they act as forums for facilitating bilateral
cooperation. Bilateralism predominantly characterises cooperation even with the
strongest regional leaders Russia282 and China.283 As external integration powerhouses
prefer to deal with CA partners bilaterally even within organizations like SCO and
CSTO, it should be seen as a symptom of lacking organizational unity. Cooperation
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seems to take place predominantly as ad hoc structures and projects, aimed at very
specific issues. This tendency manifests itself in cooperation based on individual
infrastructure projects, military drills or counter-terrorism structures instead on
permanent and efficient long-term institutions.

Image 7: Memberships in some of the larger formal institutions. Based on author’s research.

6.7.2. Realist explanations
In terms of neorealist coalition building, CA integration has seen limited success.
Russia is an excellent example of failed coalition building. It wields by far the strongest
soft power on Central Asia due to their long and intense shared history during the 20th
century. But as is evident in internal dynamics of Russian-dominated EEU and CSTO,
the coalition building has seen very limited success. The organizations have failed to
create common stances of foreign policy issues; smaller members have failed to show
support for several Russian unilateral foreign policy decisions; acquisition of new
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members can sometimes be challenging, as evidenced by how Moscow had to
practically coerce Kyrgyzstan into joining EEU with a threat of sanctions.
External hegemons are finding it difficult to further their regional designs due to the
foreign policy strategies of the Central Asian states. All the states have opted for a
globalist foreign policy strategy. They are fundamentally averse to forming strong,
strategic coalitions with any single external hegemon, like Russia or China. They are
actively diversifying their policies, particularly through trade and security cooperation.
The emergence of weak and superficial organizations can thus be perceived as the result
of conflicting interests in CA regionalism. External sponsors have strong incentives to
promote regionalism as a way of coalition building, which holds particularly true for
Russia. Simultaneously, CA states have strong incentives to resist formation of
coalitions. Political elites guard state sovereignty jealously as their survival strategy.
6.7.3. Constructivist explanations
While technical ad hoc cooperation on trade and security might have emerged, there has
been no indication of emerging regional identities. In chapter three I argued that there
were significant foundational factors that would promote formation of regional
identities. Principally I saw Turkic languages and culture, Hanafi Islam, and Persian
culture as factors that would contribute to regional identity. But I also argued that the
emergence of nationalism as the central ideology of post-Soviet nation building has to a
great extent undermined any potential shared identity factors. The intensive – and
ultimately successful – national identity building process has emphasized differences
and national characteristics, however artificial they may be. Political elites have
constructed their legitimacy on nationalistic identities, and regionalism might thus
challenge their continuity.
Many potential external hegemons share some historic and cultural continuity, and these
have been used to justify regional leadership. As the colonial power, Russia wields
exceptional soft power in Central Asia through their domestic institutions and education
systems. Turkey, Iran, and even South Asia claim cultural ties based on Islam, panTurkism, Turkic languages, Persian culture, and even old Silk Road trade routes. Even
China shares cultural continuities through its wester Xinjiang province, though it has so
far connected mainly through “neutral” issues of trade and investment.
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But as convincing as these historic and cultural factors might seem, they have been
quite flatly rejected by the Central Asian states. Maybe most obvious examples are
those of Turkey and Iran. Both countries invested heavily on culturally based regional
leadership, Turkey as the leader of all Turkic nations and Iran as Islamic and Persian
hegemon. Both states have since had to revise their foreign policy strategies, as their
local partners have not been willing to follow lead. Both Turkey and Iran follow now
significantly less ambitious foreign policy strategies in the region, based pragmatically
on trade and politically neutral issues. Sinophobia limits China’s expanse, particularly
in grassroots context. Even Russia, with its formidable soft power, is to an extent
feared, which is particularly visible in Kyrgyzstan’s reluctance to join EEU and
Kazakhstan’s attempts to contain it through promotion of trade on expanse of politics.
None of the external engines of regionalization has been able to overcome the Central
Asian nationalism.
6.7.4. Open regionalism in CA institutions
While CA regionalism has not been extensive and is not regarded as a successful project
in literature, it is still an analytically interesting phenomenon from the perspective of
open regionalism. Loose and weak organizations in Central Asia are to a certain degree
compatible with the principles of open regionalism in that they do little to limit the
foreign policy decisions of their members. This holds particularly true for the SCO,
based on Chinese foreign policy values, and ECO, based on technical and trade
cooperation. SCO is generally perceived as the most viable organization in the region,
and ECO is the only organization that boasts all the five CA states as its members. In
other words, the most “open” organizations are generally most preferred by their
smaller members.
Open regionalism could be regarded as a sort of safety valve that mediates the conflict
of interests between the centrifugal intraregional dynamics and centripetal interregional
dynamics. CA elites do not consider open institutions like SCO and ECO as
fundamentally incompatible with nationalist policies and state sovereignty. On the
contrary, they express even certain eagerness to participate in this kind of cooperation
on ad hoc basis. This could be indicative of perceived usefulness of open regionalism to
achieve CA policy goals.
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7. Conclusions
7.1. Conflicting interests in weak institutions
Based on the discussion in chapter 6, my brief answer to my principal research question
is that there seems to be a certain conflict between the interregional and intraregional
dynamics to regionalism. To simplify my argument, actors beyond CA, Russia and
China in particular, have strong incentives to promote regionalism under their own
leadership for a number of reasons, while the CA states have incentives to avoid deep
regional integration initiatives. I argue that it is this opposing dynamic that has led to
the emergence of weak and superficial regional integration institutions. The kind of
formal regionalism that has emerged cannot be defined as “deep” integration. And in
some cases it hardly even qualifies as “shallow” regionalism: flexible and superficial
organizations like SCO and ECO are more forums of dialogue or confidence building
initiatives than regional integration institutions as such.
As discussed in more detail in the chapter 5, the neighbouring states have strong
interests to promote regional integration under their own leadership and institutions.
Most important partners are China and Russia, but Iran and Turkey play also a certain
role. The incentives for promoting increased integration are multiple and complex,
including willingness to (re-)assert hegemonic influence, control of hydrocarbon
resources and transit corridors, securing export markets, containing security threats,
using integration processes as a foreign policy strategy, or gaining foreign policy
influence through institutional leadership. The interests of external leaders may not
always meet, and this can cause frictions between and within the institutions. But the
overall trend seems to strongly indicate that external leaders are an highly important
promoters of increased integration.
The ambivalent resistance towards integration processes on the part of the CA states are
based on a complex set of dynamics, which were discussed in more detail in the chapter
4. Spechler argued that all states have selected “export globalism” as their foreign
policy strategy. I would go further and posit that the states have selected globalism more
generally as their foreign policy strategy. This could be attributed to a number of factors
raised in literature, such as authoritarian political elites, nationalistic state building
processes, lacking economic interest groups able to lobby for integration, Soviet
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economic and political development policies, and wariness of foreign policy
dependencies. To formulate a complex political dynamic in simple terms, the CA
political elites do not seem to consider regional integration – or at least deep
integration and formation of a regional community and identities – to be compatible
with their broad foreign policy strategy.

7.2. Open regionalism in CA: elites, nationalism, and
diversification
While regionalism in CA may not be “new” in every aspect, my discussion in chapter 6
seems to indicate that open regionalism is still an extremely interesting vector of
analysis. SCO and ECO are particularly relevant in this context. SCO adheres to
Chinese foreign policy values of mutual respect and non-intervention, is institutionally
very weak, and functions mostly as a forum of dialogue and bilateralism. This makes it,
de facto, compatible with principal values of open regionalism. It is also generally
viewed as the most viable initiative to have emerged in Central Asia. ECO is a notably
smaller organization lacking Chinese and Russian funding, and consequently has
significantly lower impact than many other institutions. It is interesting for similar
reasons as SCO. It is based mostly on ad hoc cooperation and lacks strong institutional
structures, making it similarly “open”. It is also the only integration institution to
include all the five CA states as its members.
A contrary tendency is visible in the Russian-led EEU and CSTO. These organizations,
despite their institutional strength, are internally problematic. Smaller members have
shown wavering political commitment to them, occasionally even using them to contain
Russian foreign policy. These organizations represent a very old-fashioned, closed
regionalism, which substantially limits the CA states’ foreign policy and trade
alternatives and accentuates their dependencies on Russia. The literature seems to
indicate a certain preference over “open” regional arrangements that do little to limit
foreign policy alternatives and state sovereignty.
To understand open regionalism in CA, I consider it necessary understand the political
elites. Given the extremely strong concentration of political power on the executive
branch, the historical development of political systems, and clientelism in Central Asia,
political elites are an important framework for analysing regional integration. In chapter
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4 I presented political processes and international relations in CA as predominantly
hierarchic, top-down processes with little to no pluralistic participation. Preferences of
political elites define to a significant extent state policy – and elites have shown certain
preference towards open regionalism. I attribute this preference on two interrelated
phenomena: foreign policy grounded on globalism and domestic policy based on
(ethnic) nationalism.
Globalist foreign policy is visible in foreign trade relations and political relations. In CA
foreign policy both are characterised by diversification and multilateralism. Elites are
interested in strengthening national sovereignty, avoiding strategic dependency on any
specific hegemonic leader, gaining international legitimacy for their administrations,
and diversifying their export portfolios. I argue that ad hoc open regionalism has
become a significant component of these foreign policy goals. While the elites may not
be interested in deep integration and policy harmonization, which would potentially
harm state sovereignty, they have engaged with certain enthusiasm with several
institutions. The elites have exploited the hegemonic and economic ambitions of their
external partners to promote foreign policy globalism, without allowing strong
institutional infrastructure to develop.
Nationalistic domestic policy has in my line of argument been partially pre-determined
by the 20th and 21st century state-building processes under Soviet rule and after
independence. While attributing CA policy to Soviet legacies has become to some
extent a cliché, it still constitutes a significant, if not the most significant historical
rupture in CA. In principle there are a number of factors that would support deep
integration and cognitive interdependence, mostly discussed in the chapter 3, and shared
grievance that would form the basis for practical cooperation and coordination,
discussed in chapter 4. But this potential has not been realized, which I attribute to a
great extent to nationalism having become the leading state ideology in all CA states.
This has created a political context where deep integration and policy harmonization are
not viable options. This is also a political context where open regional integration may
be perceived by the elites as a safe alternative for foreign policy strategy.
Most authors I cited described regionalism in CA as failed, nascent, weak, or otherwise
indicated that it has failed to live up to its promises. But if one accepts the premise that
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CA elites want to opportunistically exploit regional integration initiatives for their own
policy strategies, above arguments would indicate that regionalism in CA has been at
least a partial success for the political elites who have guided the processes. For CA
states, open regionalism has become one of the tools in their broader globalist foreign
policy and nationalist domestic policy goals. Based on my discussion in chapter 4, these
policy goals and use of open regionalism to achieve them could be interpreted as a sort
of survival strategy of elites in the difficult post-Soviet context.

7.3. A case of dynamics between regionalism and
multilateralism
This case study provides some general insights to dynamics between regionalism and
multilateralism, particularly through the lenses of open regionalism and the role of
political elites in an authoritarian context of governance. In “traditional” terms of
argumentation, defining the relationship between regionalism and multilateralism in
clearly categorical terms – regionalism as a compatible with or conducive to
multilateralism, regionalism as incompatible with multilateralism or regionalism and
multilateralism as separate phenomena – some general observations can be made.
Organizations like EEU and CSTO, which represent a very old-fashioned type of
regionalism, can hardly be considered conducive towards greater multilateral
engagement. They are principally designed to bring smaller members under Russian
hegemonic rule, and directly limit their foreign policy alternatives. On the other hand, I
described organizations like SCO and ECO, which represent more or less the principles
of open regionalism, as compatible with the CA states’ globalist foreign policy goals.
Intuitively, these finding seem to support the premise that open regionalism is not
fundamentally incompatible with multilateralism, and open regionalism may even
contribute to strengthen multilateral cooperation. The CA states have effectively used
open regionalism in SCO and ECO to reduce their strategic dependencies on Russia as
foreign policy partner, and to diversify their commercial relations.
To view Central Asian integration through a more multidimensional theoretical lens as
discussed may be analytically more interesting. The case study provides also a
perspective on how open regionalism and multilateralism influence and complement
each other. When contemplating how increased regionalism influences the
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manifestations of multialteralism, CA becomes an interesting case. Several actors in
Central Asian institutional context attempt to promote multialteralism and globalist
foreign policy agendas through solutions, which formally represent open regionalism.
From the CA states’ perspective this holds particularly true in SCO and ECO, where
regional institutions act as components of globalist foreign policy strategies. But the
same holds true for Chinese foreign policy in Central Asia, particularly when
contemplated through the frameworks of OBOR and AIIB. Regional institutions in CA
constitute a component in China’s increasingly global foreign policy agenda. Open
regionalism is purposefully being exploited to promote increased multilateralism, which
seems a novel phenomenon in the context of traditional debate on regionalism and
multilateralism.
On the other hand, the CA case also demonstrates how regional integration is
increasingly used to respond to a new global context. CA political elites face a policy
dilemma, as maintaining state sovereignty can be construed as incompatible with
increased integration to a global system. I argued in chapter 4 that the CA states are not
interested in simply adopting western or neoliberal models of development and
governance. Rather, nationalism and elite interests fuel kind of counter-hegemonic
policies and protecting perceived state interests. Elites have successfully exploited
regionalism to gain legitimacy and resources, making regionalism a sort of survival
strategy. The importance of the organizations discussed in this paper for their
stakeholders and their policies support the premise that regionalism should not
understood simply as a “stepping stone” towards greater multilateralism. Regionalism
in 21st century is no phase or transition, but rather it represents a permanent component
of contemporary multilateralism. SCO, EEU, CSTO, and ECO in particular have
become ingrained in the often globalist policies of their members as tools of
diversification, market creation, counter-hegemonism, or nationalism.
As a final observation, the case study of Central Asia demonstrates the inadequacy of
economic focus in the study of regionalism and multilateralism. Most of the sources
cited in this thesis’ theoretical framework base their analyses on the impacts of
regionalism and multilateralism on welfare and trade creation. In Central Asian
integration, however, some of the most significant factors to consider are rather political
than technical or economic. Security is the factor that has led to most successful
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processes in CA integration. It is important both for the CA states’ policy priorities and
for external partners. I have also discussed rather extensively factors such as
nationalism, survival strategies of political elites, and hegemonic rule. Neither can
superficially economic issues, such as the OBOR in Chinese foreign policies, be
detached from political considerations. To better understand Central Asia regional
integration, one must consider a wide range of policies and interests within and beyond
Central Asia.

7.4. Proposal for further research
I have attempted in my research to approach an under-researched empirical topic from
an unconventional theoretical angle. There is lamentably little literature on Central Asia
to begin with. Regional integration and its institutional framework is also an object of
limited interest. Regionalism in general is rarely discussed through the case study of
Central Asia, and open regionalism in particular even less so. Open regionalism tends to
be discussed through South-East Asia and ASEAN, which differ in most aspects from
Central Asia and its institutions. These aspects make the further study of regionalism in
Central Asia interesting both in terms of the empirical case and its theoretical
framework.
The purpose of this thesis has been to elaborate a hypothesis for further research. In my
view, this purpose has justified the rather bold and long-reaching conclusions based on
data that may be inaccurate, partial, or based on lacking data, due to lack of
transparency and clear political interest in Central Asian political processes. The
conclusions made in this thesis could be used as basis for a more rigorous mixed
method research on Central Asian political processes. A study like this could also
mitigate other methodological shortcomings of this thesis. Given the space of the thesis
and the scope of the research question, I have made certain significant simplifications as
to CA policies and functioning of its institutions. A more nuanced mixed-method
research could consider also national differences in CA policies and analyse the
dynamics of the relevant institutions in more detail.
Further research could be based on confirming wether open regionalism really preferred
by CA governments. Methodologically this could be based on operationalizing 1) open
regionalism in the most relevant institutions (ECO, CSTO, EEU, SCO), and 2) political
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commitment vis-à-vis each organization by CA governments. Cross-tabulation of these
two factors could allow distinguishing wether greater openness of an organization has
impact of the political commitment of its CA members. I propose that mixed-method
approach would be preferable to purely quantitative approach due to the lack of
transparency of the organizations and qualitative differences between their scopes of
policy.
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